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Regan proposes
tax increase plan
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON tAP / —
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan,concerned about recoverystifling effects of huge federal
deficits, is raising the idea of increases in selected taxes as a way
of whittling those deficits down, a
spokesman said today.
The possibilities concern ending
or limiting tax writeoffs on consumers' interest payments on installment loans and mortgages for
second homes, said the
spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater.
"I would characterize those as
ideas that he is willing to consider; at this point they are not
proposals," Fitzwater said.
"The secretary is concerned
about deficits in the out-years

rain, rain
Today, light rain or drizzle
this morning. Warmer with occasional showers this afternoon. Highs near 60 degrees.
Winds becoming south around
10 miles an how-.
Tonight, occasional showers
and thunderstorms with locally
heavy rains possible. Mild with
lows in the mid to upper 50s.
South winds 15 to 20 miles an
hour.
Tuesday, a 70 percent chance
of showers. Turning cooler with
temperatures falling into the
40s. Winds becoming southwest
at 15 to 20 miles an hour.
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(1984 and beyond) and their effect
on the financial markets. Within
that context, he has also raised the
possibility of tax increases," Fitzwater said.
Although Regan has begun
discussing those ideas within the
administration, he will not formally recommend any tax increases
before he is sure Congress will do
all it can to hold back increases in
federal spending, the spokesman
said.
But he said Regan was "being
realistic" in his concern that spending cuts would not significantly
hold back budget deficits that are
expected to rise to $150 billion or
more in fiscal 1983 and the following years.
Many economists have said they
fear deficits rising far above fiscal
1982's record $111 billion would
cause the government to borrow
so much money that private borrowers would be crowded out of
money markets and interest rates
would rise again.
Such an increase in interest
rates, government and private
economists agree, would threaten
recovery from the long recession
even before it got well under way.
Regan himself was vacationing
in Palm Beach, Fla., today and
was not available for direct comment.

McKinneys awarded
settlement in court
In Calloway County Civil Court
action, Larry McKinney and
Marilyn McKinney were awarded
$76,158.89 by the Ralston Purina
Company for damages incurred
prior to and during June, 1980.
The original complaint filed by
the McKinneys asked for a
$1,256,500 settlement from Ralston
Purina for damages occuring to
their dairy herd as the result of
defective cattle feed.
As a result of the defective feed
manufactured by Ralston Purina,
the McKinneys claimed their calf
crop of reduced, past, present and
future profits were lost, extraordinary veterinarian services were
required, irreparable damage
befell the dairy herd, replacement
calves and producing cattle had to
be purchased and irreparable
damage to their business reputation came about.

YOU MIGHT CALL IT DAMP OUTSIDE — Calloway Cotmtians
report much erosion and flood damage as a result of torrential rains
during the Christmas holiday weekend. In photo, a bridge over a
creek in the Gatesborough subdiviaion became a waterfall Saturday

as rainfall deluged the street. Occasional rains and possible flash
floods could be expected Monday. Temperatures are breasted to
drop Tuesday evening with more cooling toward the sad of the week.

Americans celebrate warm, wet holiday
By DEAN FOSDICK
Associated Press Writer
More than 1,000 people fled their
homes after heavy rain from a
stalled storm brought flash floods
to Louisiana with "no relief in
sight" today, and Colorado
residents dug out from a vicious
weekend blizzard that left three
people dead.
But some states in the nation's
snow belt had the warmest
Christmas holiday of the century,
delighting joggers but dismaying
skiers.
Steady weekend rain spilled
waters from bloated rivers and
bayous into residential areas of
Louisiana, forcing evacuations
across the central and northeastern part of the state, officials said.

Monroe and Alexandria, La.,
were deluged with about 8 inches
of rain in a 24-hour period beginning late Saturday. Forecasters
predicted another 3 to 6 inches of
rain today.
"There's no relief in sight for
Louisiana for at least another
day," Nolan Duke, a
meteorologist with the National
Weather Service in Kansas City,
said early today. "They're
flooding like crazy. It's coming
down faster than it can drain. It's
a slow-moving storm system and
it's been raining like that for two
days.
Joe Colson, head of Louisiana's
Office of Emergency
Preparedness, said about 250 people had to leave their homes in
Alexandria because of the fastrising waters.

About 1100 people in Monroe
were forced from their homes
Sunday, including 180 elderly
residents of the West Monroe
Guest House, many of them
bedridden or confined to
wheelchairs.
High water forced Mate police to
close dozens of highways across
the state.
In the Denver area, snowplow
drivers worked through the night
trying to clear up to four feet of
snow that paralyzed traffic and
shut down Stapletown International Airport for 36 hours during
and after the Christmas Eve blizzard.
Lt. Gov. Nancy Dick said mad
state offices in the Denver would
be closed today with the exception
of "critical" employees in health

care, public safety and highway
maintenance
At least three people were dead
and another was missing in Colorado because of the storm,
authorities said. Twenty-four inches of wind-driven snow ac•
cumulated in Denver beginning
Friday. The great blizzard of 1913
dumped 47.5 inches of snow on the
Denver area, but that came over a
five-day period.
For many in the nation's northern regions, the mild holiday
weather was more typical of
Easter than Christmas.
It was 62 degrees in Milwaukee
on Christmas Day, a record high.
Rochester. N.Y., hit to 86 degrees
Sunday, breaking an 87-year-old
record of 61 degrees Providence,
RI., with a high Sunday of 63, topped a record set in 1963.

Community,MCCH await 1983baby

READY FOR FIRST BABY — AB sat to welcome ihe first baby born at Ninrray-Callemy Comity r--In 1913 is this maternity mit ham at(from left) Dime Boma bead nurse; gynecologist Tam Green, M.D.;
and Jamie Mocrison, a nursing assieteot. Between 50 and 011 babies are barn each mothIs the hospital's
labor and delivery &visite.

With the arrival of the New Year only a few days
away, the eyes of the community will be on the
Obstetrics Department at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital once the clock strikes midnight on Dec. 31
to see who the first baby born in 1983 will be.
A wide assortment of gifts from area businesses,
to be announced this week,await the lucky parents.
Few of us realize it, but from 50 to 60 babies are
born every month in the Obstetrics Department at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An average
of 15 of these are by cesarean section.
The department includes three divisions which
function in a coordinated effort — labor and
delivery, post partum and nursery.
The labor and delivery section is staffed by
registered nurses who are rained and experienced
in caring for and assessing the progress of labor patients as well as assisting in the delivery room.
The post parturn area is the section where new
mothers recover following delivery until they go
borne with their babies. The nursery provides 24hour-a-day care for the newborn.
The department's labor and delivery area contains four labor rooms, two delivery rooms and
three fetal monitors, which are machines used
throughout labor to monitor the baby's heart rate
and to observe the frequency and intensity of the
mother's contractions.
In a departure from the delivery procedures of
not many years ago, the fathers, or whomever the
mother desires, are now permitted to be with them
In the labor room.
The father is permitted to be with his wife in the
delivery room throughout the birth of their child
and parents are encouraged to attend prepared
childbirth classes offered at Murray State University.
However, fathers are not permitted to attend
cesarean section births. as this is a major surgical
procedure performed in the hospital's surgical
facilities.
Other services provided in the OB Department include prenatal testing.

One such test, called a -non-stress test," involves
the monitoring of the baby's heart rate for a period
of time to determine if it accelerates as the baby
moves within the womb,a sign of fetal well being.
Another, calid an "oxytocin challenge test," involves the intravenous administration of a medication that will induce several uterine contractions.
This is done to determine the reaction of the baby's
heart rate during the contractions and to assent its
ability to withstand the stress of actual labor.
Mothers going through an average, or normal,
delivery are usually in the hospital for three days
and are up and walking within six to eight hours
after delivery.
Those who have had a cesarean section, normally
are hospitalized for at least five days and are up
walking within 10 or 12 hours
Several new visiting policies also have been
adopted at the hospital concerning new mothers
and babies.
One is the "sibling visitation" policy, under which
young brothers and sisters may now accompany
their father to see their mother and new brother or
sister for a period of 15 minutes during regular
visiting hours — 10:30 a.m. to noon and from 7 to
8:30 p.m.
Another Is the "rooming-in" policy, under which
mothers are permitted to keep their babies in their
room with them throughout the day, thereby giving
them a chance to feed and hold their baby as they
like with the help of the nursery nurses nearby if
needed.
Fathers are permitted to visit their wives any
time during the hospital's visiting hours.
The heed nurse in the department is Dana
Bazzell, RN, with Annette Winfield, RN, the 3 to 11
p.m. charge nurse and Patricia Jackson, RN,the 11
p.m. to 7 a.m. charge nurse, among the 14-nurse,
and one-nurse assitant, three-shift staff.
The department exerts every effort to adapt its
activities to the wishes of the patient and her famiy
but most follow specific guidelines to assure the
safety and health of both mother and baby
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LBL offers solution

Laws in limbo as year-end nears. Discard Christmas

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Court challenges, administrative
confusion and economic problems
left several key bills passed by the
1982 General Assembly in legal
limbo as the year moved toward a
close.
In declaring its independence
from the governor, the General
Assembly flexed more muscle
than any legislature in this century. But Franklin Circuit Judge
Squire Williams later ruled that
lawmakers went too far in giving
themselves powers he said belonged in the executive branch.
Several laws giving legislators
oversight and control of a wide
range of government functions —
from administrative regulations
to appointments to certain boards
— were thrown out by Williams,
and the issue will be taken up by
the state Supreme Court in 1983.
Administrative problems
plagued implementation of a
weight-distance tax on trucks and
an accompanying provision for
overweight permits for coal
trucks.
Many truckers complained
about fees connected with the law
and threatened to challenge it in
court.
A law suit was filed against the
overweight law, which would have

allowed coal operators to get a
special permit to exceed weight
limits on state highways.
There were so many complaints
about the overweight tax law, ineluding a massive demonstration
by coal trucks at the state Capitol
in September, that the state
Transportation Cabinet simply
deemed it unworkable and is not
enforcing the law.
And a section of a bill requiring
covers on loads of material that
might spW onto the highway ran
into problems. Several truckers,
including many eastern Kentucky
coal haulers, complained that the
law was being enforced too strictly. State law enforcement officals
responded by saying the law was
open to varying interpretations.
In other areas, the 1982 General
Assembly moved to prevent
deficits in Kentucky's fund for
paying unemployment benefits by
raising taxes and limiting
benefits.
By October, however, state
Human Resources Secretary Buddy Adams announced that the
state would have to borrow up to
$51 million more from the federal
government to pay unemployment
benefits. Adams blamed the problem on a higher rate of
unemployment than was anticipated when the legislation was
passed.
The chief architect of major
reforms in the regulation of nursing homes adopted by the 1982

Three injured
in 2-car crash Jones dies on
Christmas Day
Three persons were taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Sunday night following a two-car
collision on Highway 783, two
miles north of Murray, Kentucky
, ,,,
State Police reported.
Betty Darnell, 48, Rt.3, driver of
one of the vehicles, was admitted
with several broken bones.
Thomas Armstrong, 69, Rt.7,
driver of the other vehicle, and his
passenger Freda Armstrong, both
were treated and released.
According to state police
reports, the Armstrong vehicle
turned onto 783 from Highway 121
when the Darnell vehicle struck it
in the side.
No charges have been filed. The
accident was investigated by
Trooper Joe Oakley.
jap ,I. - .. ..•

legislature, Rep. Gerta Bendl, DLouisville, was unhappy at year's
end with regulations being
developed to implement the law.
A couple of measures approved
by the General Assembly ran into
rough sledding with local voters.
Jefferson County voters narrowly rejected a proposed merger of
Louisville and Jefferson County
governments in November under
provisions of one 1982 law.
And while Louisville did approve the Sunday sale of liquor by
the drink, voters in Lexington and
Owensboro rejected it.
A special committee to pick a
site for a hazardous waste
disposal facility under a 1982 law
was just beginning its work at
year's end. Major revision in the
state's jail system also was just in
the developing stages.
Some measures,such as an auto
title law that had been sought for
20 years and moving the state's
primary election from May to
August, were approved by
lawmakers in 1982, but were not
scheduled to take effect for
another year.
The 1982 General Assembly
adopted many other laws that did
run encounter problems. Among
these were increased penalties for
possession of marijuana and increases in educational spending,
including a reduction in the class
sizes in kindergarten through
third grade.
Two measures that were
defeated in the 1982 session,
tougher penalties against drunk
drivers and authorization for
banking across county lines,
gathered steam after the session.

A Christmas Day accident
claimed the life of a man who apparently died of a heart attack
after his truck was washed off a '
doing
road by high water.
Kentucky State Police said John
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Comedian
L. Jones, 86, of Calloway County,
Jerry Lewis was in satisfactory
was trying to drive through
condition and "doing fine" today
rushing water on Kentucky 893
after a quiet Christmas weekend
two and one-half miles south of
in the hospital where he is
Lynn Grove when his vehicle was
recovering from open-heart
swept off the road into a ditch.
surgery.
Jones was pronounced dead on
Lewis was limited to only a few
arrival at Murray-Calloway Cormholiday visitors, but an adjoining
ty Hospital, apparently the victim
hospital room was filled with
of a cardiac arrest, hospital offlowers, gifts and letters from all
ficials said. (See Page 16 for
over the world, hospital officials
funeral arragnements.)
said.
A..-

Comedian Lewis
fine'today
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GOLDEN POND — As the last of the ornaments
are boxed up and the ribbon and tinsel packed
away, the perennial question arises — what's to be
done with the christmas tree?
Some families have no easy means to dispose of
their stale holiday souvenir. Others hate to see this
increasingly expensive investment burned with the
rest of the trash.
TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LBL) offers an
alternative that puts old Christmas trees to continued good use.
LBL fisheries biologists have pooled the efforts
and resources of volunteer fishing groups, State and
Federal agencies, and even one local government to
begin an ambitious program to collect Christmas
trees and use them as fish attractors in Kentucky
and Barkley Lakes.
Dr. Tom Forsythe, supervisor of LBL's fisheries
management section, and local bass clubs have
secured sites at LBL and in nearby towns where
residents may deposit their used Christmas trees
through Jan. 9.
"Clumps of brush in the water serve as cover for
many species of fish including crappie, bass0 catfish, and bluegill," Dr. Forsythe said.
"Fish need cover as a place to bear their young,
to feed, and to hide; and therefore they tend to concentrate around brush."
What this signifies to casual and sport fishermen
is obvious. These fish attractors mean increased
fishing success, as much as three to four times the
average catch rate. '
When there is no shelter fish disperse over a wide
area and are generally harder to catch, Dr. Forsythe explained.
Discarded Christmas trees are natural fish at-

By BOB MIMS
unusual in postoperative patients
Associated Press Writer
who have undergone serious
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Ai- • surgery and who have been in an
tificial heart recipient Barney intensive care environment that
CiAlk still has periods Of- confu- long," Dwan said. "I heard
sion, but doctors expect his mind yesterday, for instance, that he
to clear as he makes a "slow, was talking like he was practicing
steady" recovery, hospital of- dentistry and running his office.
ficials say.
"But (the doctors) say that's a
"He has been confused in a normal kind of situation ... and
sense that sometimes when he they feel it will clear," he said.
talks, he talks about things in the Clark retired from his practice
past," University of Utah Medical five years ago.
Center spokesman John Dwan
A series of Dec. 7 seizures sufsaid Sunday."That continues."
fered by . Clark had raised the
He said doctors for the 61-year- possibility of brain damage.
old retired dentist were not wor- However, doctors said later they
ried about the episodes of confu- believed the crisis — which ternsion.
porarily put Clark back on the
"They fty mplatl, not htl4p.t•ftittepoltiptlt — was caused by a
i
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tractors, and be sees the post-holiday season as an
ideal time to easily
ily collect literally tons of precut
brush.
Tree donors are asked to remove all ornaments.
Flocked trees, those that are painted or have
simulated snow sprayed on them, are unsuitable as
fish attractors, he added,and will not be accepted.
Residents in Murray may leave their trees behind
Black's Decorating Center at 701 S. 4th St.
The city of Hopkinsville has agreed to donate to
the Hopkinsville Bess Club the trees the city sanitation service collects. The bass club and LBL will arrange to transport the trees to the lakes.
Three signed locations have been established at
LBL for all other Christmas tree dropoffs. They are
the North and South Information Stations and the
Fenton Lake Access area.
Dr. Forsythe urged residents to bring their used
trees to the dropoff sites as soon as possible but no
later than Jan. 9. Volunteer workers are now being
lined up to help deposit the trees in the lakes before
the bays freeze,a normal occurrence in January.
Fish attractor sites in Kentucky Lake have
already been established, Dr. Forsythe said, in ernbayments along the LBL shoreline. Trees will be
added to these as needed.
Sites within Lake Barkley will be jointly selected
by the participating clubs, TVA, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, and the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
at LBL are supported by Federal
funds.
.
For more information on the fish attractor program, contact Dr. Tom Forsythe at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
'•
(502) 924-5602.

Confusion by artificial heart patient
'not unusual'according to physicians '
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chemical imbalance.
Doctors "continue to hope for
slow, steady improvement day_bylay. They don't expect any .
dramatic changes," Dwan said.
Clark, still in serious but stable.
condition today, rested most of.
Sunday, his 25th day on the plastic
Jarvik-7 artificial heart. He,
celebrated Christmas Day with,
his family and the 10 caroling
children of Drs. William DeVries
and Lyle Joyce.
was DeVries who implanted
e polyurethane Jarvik-7 heart
the
Dec. 2. The air-powered device
replaced Clark's diseased natural
heart, weakened by cardiomyopathy, a degenerative
disease()Mho heart museleuail...ri l
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Dunn's After Christmas Gift To You!
Buy Any Formal Table & 6 Chairs
AT OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE
(NOT MANUFACTURES LIST PRICE)
AND WE WILL GIVE YOU THE MATCHING
BUFFET & HUTCH ABSOLUTELY

CHOOSE FROM
• OAK • PINE • MAPLE*
•& CHERRY •
FROM SUCH FAMOUS NAMES AS
•SINGER • AMERICAN DREW •
• BASSETT • TELL CITY • UNIVERSAL•

YOU SAVE HUNDREDS
OF DOLLARS & WE CLEAR
OUR INVENTORY BEFORE THE
NEW YEAR.
ALSO: YEAR END CLEARANCE
ON BEDROOM SUITS —
COME IN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN DEAL!

DUNN
FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
U.S.641 North 153.3637

VISIT OUR WATERBED GALLERY
LARGE SELECTION OF WATERBEDS,
SHEETS & ACCESSORIES
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Sick steel industry
Remember the tantrums of the 1960s and 197118
and the uproar against U.S. industrialism and the
call for zero economic growth?
Well, the dreams of those dreamers have come
true. Once powerful and thriving, world champoin
industries such as U.S. automaking and steel are
shadows of what they were in those days when industry was the whipping boy of rebels who said the
era of permanent plenty had arrived and the work
ethic was a relic of the long ago.
In that era one much-heralded book of prophecy
was "The Greening of America" by Yale law Professor Charles Reich, who wrote that the country
was so rich American youth need not worry about
work.
"Today a life of surfing is possible, not as an
escape ork, a recreation or a phase, but as a life + if
one chooses," Reich said. Zero growth, not only of
population but of industry, became a slogan and a
crusade.
It's debatable how much the fallacies of that intoxicated era had to do with the sabotage of the
economic system, the plugging of the horn of plenty, the strangling of the goose that laid the golden
eggs.
But the notions whirling around in millions of
minds that the work ethic no longer had any meaning or "relevancy' and that productivity, modernization and the values that motivated the people
who built America were obsolete and pointless did
not help things any as the crisis mounted.
Today America is living with the results, not the
least of which is record unempolyment.
The Depression of the 1930s helped make the
Americans of that period lean, tough.; realistic, ingenious, adaptive and strong, a generation that
turned the tide in the biggest war of all time and
made the country the i
dustrial giant that was long the envy of the world.
If America learns the right lessons from its current education ofhard knocks,the present challenge
may becooe the prelude to a better, more soudly
based, more realistically lived future.

looking back in murray's post
Ten years ago
The Murray Postoffice will be closed Dec. 28 to
observe a day of mourning for President Harry
Truman who died Dec.26.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Pauline Nicholas,
48, Mrs. Mabel Blakemore Boston and Mrs. Byrie
Layne Frazee, 79.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Burkeen, Dec. 2, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Puckett, Dec. 20, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
White, Dec. 20.
The Rev. Roger Joseph will be speaker at the services at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church on
Sunday.
The Rev. Harold Bratcher, missionary in
Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil, will speak tonight at
the First Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
"The quietest Christmas we can remember" was
the report by the Murray Police Department and
the Calloway County Sheriff's office.
Deaths reported include Richard (Rick) Waters,
89.
A combo, "The Sniffers," will play for • the
Christmas dance on Dec. 29 at the Murray Country
Club.
Virginia Furches and Zettie Prieece of Murray
were winners in a recent UC Milk Company drawing at Princeton. To qualify persons had to register
on a free contest blank at any Goldenrod dealer
store.
Mrs. Jack Belote was hostess for the meeting of
the Women's Association of the First Presbyterian
Church at her home.
Thirty years ago
Two former residents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Holland Darnell, along with Dallas Lam& Darnell
and Henry Wilson Graham, were killed early
Christmas morning in a car accident near Indianapolis,Ind.
Deaths also reported included J.J. (Jeff) Allbritten, Sr.,86, and Miss Willie Owen,69.
Wayne E. Gammons and Amon L.McGhee are
completing Air Force basic airmen indoctrination
course at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Sales of dark fired tobacco, type 23, will open on
the Murray and Mayfield markets on Jan. 12, according to Holmes Ellis, manager of Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Markets.
Marriages announced include Betty Shepard
Yancey to Bob Griffith on Dec.20.
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By KERBY JENNINGS
The feature story in the Sunday
magazine section of The
Canisr-Jourad De(. 12 by John Ed
Pearce and Barbara Montgomery
stirred a hornet's nest of controversy
in Murray. Some liked it, scime were
bitter in denunciation. The majority
on the dissenting side. Personally,
this writer was amused, pleased and
admired the creativity of the
authors. At the same time, had the
editor -emeritus of The
Courier-Journal had taken additional
time to permit this broken down
country printer the opportunity, we
are confident it would have been
possible to have cleared up many
misconceptions, elaborated on important topics glossed over, and to
have corrected gross errors.
This opportunity was not afforded
to us despite the fact we have been a
friend of Pearce for many years. In
no way would we have been so bold as
to suggest the editing of his work, but
whenever a double-standard is embraced in a topic relating to our
hometown, we bristle. That is,
negative and positive with the
negative having precedence, or better understood as standing on both
sides of the fence without straddling.
John Ed is a master in the art! Fora
clearer understanding of the facts as
we understand them,let's get on with
the story, thus the thousands of people who are comparatively
newcomers here might better
understand.
"...Complacency can obscure the
need for change, and in its time, Murray has had to be pushed, shoved and
nagged into progress, often against
the caution and conservatism of surrounding county of which it is the
county seat," our good friend John
Ed writes at the near outset. Just
have not been able to get a toehold on
the "complacency" he has in mind.
Calloway County was the forerunner
In pioneer scientific agriculture with
record-breaking jersey herds, once
the grand champion Type 23 tobacco
grower, near record in popcorn production; developed much of the
richest topsoil in the state from an
impoverished land in the past 50
years. Also highest educational attainments; favorably high individual
home ownership; vastly expanding
water districts in rural areas plus
complete electrical and telephone
service; low foreclosure occurrences
— just to name a few. If this adds up
to "complacency," we plead guilty.
Pearce adds, "A few individuals
have managed to nudge the county
forwards, slowly and painfully and in
the face of mulish opposition to
change." We are grateful for those
mythical few if that is the case, but it
doesn't happen to be the case. In our
opinion, we have been a wise, intelligent and forceful people in making critical decisions for our destiny.
As you said, Mr. Peace, twice the
people voted down a bond issue to
launch a railroad requiring our people to subscribe to a huge bond issue
in 1883 for the benefit of the railroad.
Such liability assumption was ab-

heartline
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am recently
widowed and need to know if I am
eligible for social security. My husband was drawing his social security
(or any other retirement program)
so I don't have any benefits of my
own. Can you tell me the requirements? P.R.
ANSWER: To coiled Social Security as a widow, you must either: A)be
age 60 or older; B)be between age 50
and 59 and be disabled; or, C) have a
chili in your care who is age 18 or
younger.
Social Security does not begin
automatically. You must apply for it.
When you go to your social security
office, you must take with you your
husband's social security number,
your social security number, copy of
your marriage license, copy of the
death certificate, and proof of your
age. If you do not have all of these
documents, your social security
counselor will suggest other
documents which are accoptable.
If you are applying for disabled
widow benefits, you must have an finpairment so severe that it would ordinarily prevent a person from working and which is expected to last at
least 12 months. Vocational fattors
such as age, education, and previous
work experience cannot be consideed
In deciding whether a widow is
disabled. Also, Social Security does
not recognize a partial disability —
only a 100/ disability is severe

surd, but those were the times when
the railroads were pretty well skimming off most of the croon. Nevertheists, our people did Really acaipt
the burden and the railroad paid the
bond issue off. Would you suggest
Calloway County today'ssue a comparable value bond boss of $6 million
for the railroads today? If that is
"complacency," again we plead guilty.
In the early teens this county did
close down the moonlight schools but
not for the objective you implied
"because no one would attend." It
closed down because It had fulfilled
Its mission with virtually 100 per cent
elimination of illiteracy. Nothing
wrong with that is there, John Ed?
You are correct, I assume, that we
still have 750 miles of gravel roads in
Calloway County. What is wrong with
that? Whenever insufficient traffic
fails to warrant construction and
maintenance of a blacktop road,
gravel is efficient and justifiable.
Waits minute: You stepped on a sore
toe! Was not this writer sponsor and
co-author of the rural roads gas tax
In 1940 providing a2 cent per gallon
tax for construction and
maintenance of rural roads and your
own Jefferson County fought tooth
and toenail in opposition? Who did
the nudging and cussing to get
Calloway County and the state out of
the mud?
Twice we are castigated for turning down a library tax in plebecites,
only to be overridden in the meantime by a petition lobbied through the
legislature permitting the odd
pressure procedure. Now you are
treading on sacred fundamentals of
democracy regarding the secret
ballot and substituting in its stead the
coersion of a petition 'rammed into
our face. Despite the library's noble
objective the method used was as unfortunate as was the case when the
Calloway court house bond issue
election was stolen in 1912. Although I
personally was for the library bond
Issue on both occasions of voter submission, I would have opposed the
petition route had I not been absent
from the county. For this reason: It
Is contrary to the constitution of the
Commonwealth of' Kentucky and
against the Constitution of the United
States to force any person on a
legislative body to vote against his
will. Don't belittle us, by implication,
for being intelligent American
citizens upholding the basic
democratic rights of man!
As you say, John Ed, "racial integration of the schools was achieved
with almost no fuss." Did it ever occur to you that this was no accident?
Rather than credit a paucity of Black
folks as the explanation, I will lead
you to the light. The Calloway County
Board of Education officially integrated the county school system
within weeks after the W. J. Supreme
Court Brown vs. Board of Education
test case and was the first county in
the state to do so. I was a member of
that board and introduced the resolution. Furthermore, if you remember,
I was a member of the Rules Committee in the state legislature who

psmatiad a select conwpates of
OnoIs abrogate the Day Law in perinkling Blocks Is norm Blacks in
norwee LAIIIIRES hospital. You
call war segregation law "de dicta"
is Murray? Families have and are
satitiered over the city sad not Not
Molted to consist prefessors. We
haven't had the race riots your
Louisville has endured, John Ed
Whet you need is a few of our
"rednecks" to enlighten your
blockheads.
"But feelings as well as the
business climate of county and town
were hurt when Interstate 24 was
routed well to the east of Kentucky
and Barkley Lakes, and the Purchase Parkway was built from
Paducah (sorry about that it was
near Calvert City 1 to Mayfield and
Fulton, well to the north and west of
Calloway," Mr. Pearce explains.
You gets half and half on that one!
Candidate Ned Breathitt lied to us at
the cowl house on the routing of the
Parkway, but will confess he had no
other alternatives in construction
because of federal appropriations
and limitations. On the Interstate 24.
we confess we bitterly opposed the
construction of an interstate through
this county's finest farmlands, cutting the county in half that would require an act of congress to get an
overpass once it was constructed;
limiting our tax resources, and proMing a highway sewer line for
posterity to dump its garbage, pollution and indigents on a helpless people. We now have a spanking good
four-laner to virtually intersect the
super-highway system.
"More irritating to visitors is the
fact that Calloway is dry and like
most dry counties, lacks a first class
restaurant," he adds. "There are no
lakeside bars where fishermen can
retire at the end of the day with a cold
beer," John Ed gurgles on,"perhaps
this keeps the rough element, meaning red-necks and fun seeking farm
boys, from tearing up the place, as
pious Calloway countians insist, but
it hurts the tourism trade and
business in Murray," Pearce argues.
We have 34 restaurants at last count,
only one of the old town vintage. I'll
agree they are not Waldorf-Astoria
dining rooms but are in harmony
with the highest standard for towns
of 16,000. In addition, have the good
fortune to have Barkley Lodge,
Kenlake Hotel, Kentucky Dam Dining Room and Paris Landing State
Park, all within convenient predinner driving for the hotsy-totseys,
but focus "rednecks" we are well-fed
farm boys with "airy" complaint.
Apparently, the real problem I find
from the contents of your sour mash
story lies in the simple fact we are a
dry county. You say,"A lot of people
In Murray, perhaps a majority,
despise the hypocrisy and look forward to another wet-dry vote. They
know they face the usual alliance of
fundamentalist preachers and
bootleggers, and charge that
Paducah, Tennessee and Christian
County send in money to help them.
Whatever the reasons, the results
makes Murray appear, at least in
this respect, a backward, Bible-belt
hick town which it is not." You did a
powerful job of belittlement, but you
went off on the double standard again
enough to meet their requirements.
with that little conjunctive "which it
In addition, a widow must have been
Is not." But the damage was done!
disabled before the death of her husBut there's no hypocrisy involved.
band or within 7 years after his
The issue is whether or not we want
death. The widow must be age 50 or
older to apply for disabled widow
alcoholic beverages sold in Calloway
County, not whether we enjoy an ocbenefits.
Also, be ready to wait! If you apply
casional drink or two. I vigorously
for regular widow's benefits, it will
opposed the sale of alcoholic
be 6 weeks to 3 months before you
beverages every occasion it has
come up fora vote. I felt the putrid
receive the first check. If you apply
for disabled widow benefits, there is
cities of "progress" yeas ago to rear
a 5-month waiting period, during
my family in the quietude of a fine litwhich the determination is made as
tle town, multimillion' have followed
to whether or not you are disabled aca similar course. If you had ever livcording to social security laws. It
ed next door to a saloon and above
could be 5-7 months before you
one, as I have in years past, with a
receive your first;heck for disabled
man of your intelligence I am sure
widow's, once your raim is approvyou would agree with me. If you will
ed.
again recall I was the principle
If your husband worked under a
speaker on the occasion when I
social security covered job, and had
championed the cities of the first four
the necessary number of quarter*,
classes could vote independently on
then you are entitled to a 2255 lam,local option. You see any hypocritical
sum death benfit. This is not
act on my part? No, there is not. At
automatic either; you must apply for
the same time I made it crystal clear
It.
that whenever the wet-dry Wale
came to a vote in my little city I
would vigorously oppose it.
No other person wrote and puIon
Ills•••••••
Ir•in
ri:12
ed more words on behalf of the
town than I did at the last election.
Whoever told you that outside interests financed that campaign
either was lying or didn't know
peanuts from pineapples or had
found a lame duck editor seeking the
sensational in preference to the
truth. Last night, John Ed, at 0:00
o'clock, I sent one of my granddaughters down a residential street
to the market to get two dozen eggs
for making Christmas cookies.
Would you send one down a similar
street in Louisville under similar circumstances, or Paducah,
Hopkintville, Fulton and Hickman?
Doss that cossittste a "backward,
Own?"
itillikobalt

1701)

ssunnuitios of the Dr Owns
ramifications was dispensed with orcaracy, according to this viewpoint I
commond you. but don't get is yaw
heed that fellow abet have scene
stalwart supporters. Deno may have
lost die bottle bat be won the war According to your story "But the incident made the university look like.
hick college run by red-neck politicians in a redneck town That's not
an accurate picture, it's not fair But
It's understandable" You tell us all
about it with the red-neck politicians
In a redneck town. That's not an accurate picture. it's not fair But It's
understandable" You tell us all
about it with the red-neck phobia
manifesting itself with regularity,
then you double In spades, get over
the fence, and say it t'aint so' The
damage is done again. Wonder why
so many of our folks are unhappy
with your yarn?
For a noncontroversial correction
You state the first court house in
Wadesboro was placed In the city
park. Another one of your unfortunate errors. It la a log house that
originated in Wadesboto, however
the first court house burned down
But that's one of the fanciful myths
from which history appears to be
made. Add another to the list Our
traditional court day was Fourth
Monday not First Monday, with the
biggest day of the year Fourth Monday in March. Sorry about that. John
Ed!
Another drip of drainage to dispose
of was the statement about the
Calloway County Night Riders purpose included "to frighten Black.s out
of the county." That was never an incident in Calloway County but was
true in Marshall and Livingston
counties. I have the complete records
of the Planters Protective Tobacco
Association in as much as my father
was secretary for the Associaton excepting the year he disassociated
himself because of unlawful activities.
Might as well carry on with the
editing and correcting of no particular significance, but the statement did leave•distasteful implication: "The county didn't get a high
school until 1904 at the present site of
the Murray Middle School Hold the
phone! The first school, financed by
tuition, was the Male and Female Institute and Company, built in 11149,
disbanded during the Civil War and
subjects taught were rhetoric,
mathematics, spelling, reading,
music, Latin, history, geography and
chemistry. No certificates or
diplomas were issued. In 1171. the
Notable Male and Female Institute
was built at a cost of $16,000, heralded as the finest school in all of West
Kentucky. This was a full-fledged
high school in every sense of the
word. John Ed, you were only off
about 59 years. Little off par on that
one, partner. We even had a Normal
School in 1990 with power to grant
college degrees, authorized by the
General Aasembly.
Now that you have shaken the
daylights out of the folks around town
and have kept me up all night in
rebuttal I should mention the "radio"
section or "telephony." Nathan Stubblefield did relay the human voice
through the ether for short distances
of less than a mile. He perfected his
work, crude as it was, 10 years after
Marconi — not before. In fact he
credited Marconi with inspiring his
"telephony." The earlier crediting of
Stubblefield to the invention was a bit
of legal fiction established in court
files at the court house on the part of
over enthusiastic zealots. How do I
know? Visited as a child many Sundays in the Stubblefield home for dinner in addition he lived for three
years within one house from out
home on Poplar St. I have heard his
wireless telephone on the site of the
county court house. In addition,
father printed the stock issues for the
corporation that never came into existence. It's a good story just the
same, but it's far from fiction than
fact. Further, Nathan was not the
grandfather of the late Frank A.
Stubblefield and wrong again.
In conclusion will touch on a sensitive nerve about town: Both country clubs have bars.The benevolent
and protective clubs have bars — the
Maas Club reportedly has more than
members, some of whom are
y draws by the benevolent
bar," reports your story. Here you
get into that straddling act again, implying they dispense booze but never
put the rope around your neck by saying so. That's the best way to get out
of a jury surrunons that I can think of.
At least they keep it under sufficient
wraps not to run afoul of the law. One
or two of the frets haven't been that
successful.
Again I very much liked your
story, John Ed and Barbara: come
back again, for your literary mutterings really fired up ,an SO year old
boiler when you youngsters blow
your indiscriminate stacks. My book
would have kept you out of the woods
of errors if you had checked.
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Forrest home scene ofDAR chapter meeting
Gaylord Forrest
opened her home on
Chestnut Street for a recent meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution.
Mrs. John Livesay,
regent, presided and led
the pledge to the
American flag and the
NSDAR Ritual. Assisting
Mrs. Livesay„ was Mrs.
Jack Gregory,'acting
chaplain, who gave the
collect.
Dr. Helene Visher who
was to have introduced
the guest speaker, Dr.
Ken Wesler, reported he
Mrs.

was unable to be present
as he had another commitment.
Mrs. Forrest who had
heard Dr. Wesler speak
previously gave a short
resume of his subject,
"Historical Archaelogy
in the Jackson Purchase." Other members
recalled finding such in
various locations in the
county, especially around
the Fort Heiman area.
Mrs. Gregory said Dr.
Wesler and his group had
some important "digs" in

Calloway County and
have discovered quite a
few artifacts which are
on display at Ordway
Hall, Murray State
University.
Mrs. James Byrn spoke
of the efforts of the Coast
Guard and others who are
trying to preserve the
shore lines and spots of
interest.
The hostess, Mrs. Forrest, was assisted by Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller and Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten,
in serving refreshments

Community calendar
Monday,Dec. 27
Temple Hill Lodge No.
276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 6
p.m. at lodge hall.

Tuesday, Dec. 28
Center.

Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Murray Lions Club is
central colder 753-3314 scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at the Health
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America's
hottest new
actress. 25:1]

Tuesday, Dec. 28
Aleshia Cunningham.
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PRYOR

Arts and humanities
council given awards
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chastnut It. 753-3314

Mon. -Sat. 9:30-5:00 Bel-Air Center 753-0550
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Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor a dance at 8
p.m. on Friday, Dec. 31, at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Mass will be at 6:30 p.m. on Friday and at 8 and 11 a.m. on Saturday, Jan. 1.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Dodd, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Brandon Joseph, weighing
seven pounds 13 ounces, born Monday, Dec. 20. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Leis Dunlap. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunlap, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Metre Lee Dodd of
Paris, Tenn., and the late Albert E. Dodd.

Joseph Mason Oliver born
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Oliver, Rt. 1, Sedalia, are the
parents of a son, Joseph Mason, born Saturday,
Dec. 18, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Oliver,
Rt. 2, Wingo, and Mr. and Mrs. Mason West, Rt. 1,
Sedalia.

Candace Leanne Carr born
Mr. and Mrs. Lindy Carr, Jr., of Gilbertsville are
the parents of a daughter, Candace Leanne,
weighing seven pounds 13 ounces, born Friday,
Dec. 10, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The
mother is the former Sheila Ann Underwood of
Puryear, Tenn.

"She could sing with the
philharmonic or perform
with her own band. She
can even wear the
costume she wore in her
latest movie (The Best
Little Whorehouse in
Texas). We want her to
help us raise some money
for our fund which has
been stricken by the
recession.
"Many of our citizens
are jobless," he said.
"The result is that our
contributions are suffering. Dolly, to my
knowledge, has never
performed in Dayton. If
she would book a performance with us, she not
only would help our fund
financially but boost the
morale of the citizens.
Miss Parton was
unavailable for comment. Her publicist,
Beverly Magid of Los
Angeles, also was
unavailable.

Kayla Michelle Pigg born
Mr. and Mrs. Micheal Watson Pigg, Farmington,
are the parents of a daughter, Kayla Michelle, born
Wednesday, Dec. 15, at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Charles Sims and
Mrs. Robbie Pigg and the late C.W. Pigg, all of Farmington.

Stephanie Wylie born
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wylie of Jackson, Tenn., are
the parents of a daughter,Stephanie, born Tuesday,
Dec. 21, in Jackson.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James Wylie of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Lenith Rogers of Murray.

Meredith Leigh Snyder born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Snyder, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter, Meredith Leigh,
weighing eight pounds, born Saturday, Dec. 18, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Dana Lynn Bell. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bell and Mrs. Ray
Snyder and the late Mr.Snyder.

Party planned at the Oaks
A New Year's Eve Party will be at the Oaks Country Club on Friday, Dec. 31,starting at 8 p.m. at the
club house. No reservations are required and the
charge will be $5 per couple.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Dec. 28, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to the
center.
The lineup will be as follows: Cecelia Brock, Annette Alexander, Alice Rouse and Cathy Mattis.

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah.
Hospitals were Margie Lyons, Dexter, from
Western Baptist Hospital, and Gary Wright, Murray,from Lourdes Hospital.

Also: 55 and $10 Racks
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Brandon Joseph Dodd born

Singles Class will meet
Senior citizens centers
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
will
be open as follows:
Poplar Church of Christ.
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Alcoholics Anonymous Hazel and Douglas from
will meet at 8 p.m. in 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Ellis
western portion of from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Livestock and Exposition
Wednesday,Dec. 29
Center.
Hazel and Douglas
Bethel Baptist Bible Centers will be open from
Study will meet at 6 p.m. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acNASHVILLE, Tenn.
at the home of David and tivities by senior citizens.
(AP) — The Performing
Arts Fund of Dayton,
Ohio, wanted to make
sure that entertainer Dolly Parton didn't miss its
invitation to come and
perform in the
WINSTON-SALEM, businesses in North Midwestern city N.C. (AP) — The Gover- Carolina, received 74
So the fund put up a
nor's Business Council on nominations for awards billboard on Music Row
the Arts and Humanities, last year.
in Music City, U.S.A.
formed in 1977 as a nonThis was well above the
It says:
profit organization to en- number of nominees in
"Dolly Parton!
courage support for these '1980,
hen 14 awards
"Dayton Ohio's Perendeavors from were presented.
forming Arts Fund Needs
You.
"Please Call 513-222ARTS.
"Ballet, Opera,
Philharmonic."
Richard McCauley, executive director of the
fund, said his organization wants Dolly to visit to
help the fund and billpst
the morale of citizens.'
"Naturally, we *int
her to entertain," he told
the Nashville Banner.

50%OFF

$
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Dance planned Friday

Dolly Parton wanted
to perform at Dayton

Tuesday,Dec. 28
Calloway County High
School graduating class
of 1982 will have a new
year's party at 7 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World
Hall. For information call
753-0286 or 753-6967.

PiCTUOIS AffEAS1

from a decorated tea
table.
Members attending
were Charlotte Sturm,
Doris Nance, Lula Belle
Hodges, Helene Visher,
Catherine Kay, Mildred
Hatcher, Patricia Miller,
Pat Gregory, Carrie
Bucy, Corine McNutt,
Marjorie Major, Dorothy
Byrn, Madge Diugnid,
Sally Livesay, Verda
Happy, and the hostess,
Marilyn Forrest. Two
guests were Mrs. Allbtitten and Christine Batts.
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IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS

It's The Total
On The Tape
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Murray, Ky.

White
Cloud

Lucky Leaf

Applesauce

Offer Good All Day— No Coupons —No Limit

At All Area
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3 Cans For

$109

4 Roll Pkg.

Martha White

Richtex

Meal

88

42 Oz.
Wesson Oil 48 Oz. $1.89

5 Lb.

Turner Ice Cream 4 et. $3.59

10 Lb. No. 1 Red

Field

Potatoes

Bologna

994

i.$129

Coca-Cola
Sprite
Or
Tab

8 Pac
1601.
Plus
Deposit
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After Xmas Sale
Sale Starts Mon.27th 9:00 a.m.

Save
1/3 to 1/2
All Sales Final— Exchanges Where Possible
Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat., Fri. 9 to 8
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The sorry lemon we learned is that without supervises,
a bathroom mast be totally off limas to infants and moan
children. Thanks for helping to spored the word, Albby.
Our lives have been tragically changed Perhaps other
parents will take heed to the danger their bathroom. hold
Sincerely.
MR: AND MRS. FRANK DOWN&
SOUTH CAROLINA

By Abigail Van Buren

Bathrooms Are Hazardous

DEAR ABBY: On Jan. 17, 1980, our "baby-proof' hornt
was the location of a freak accident — the same freak
accident experienced by Mr. and Mrs. J.G. of Phoenix.
Our 10-month-old daughter, playing with her toys within 20 feet of us, disappeared into the bathroom. Her death
followed five days later in a large city hospital after she
was resuscitated at our local hospital.
We, too, never dreamed of such a lethal hazard. After a
great deal of research and letter writing, we have learned
that this is not such a "freak- occurrence. What upset us
most was the lack of information we were provided. Constant warnings are read and heard about household poisonings, electrocution, other types of bathroom hazards.
plant hazards, auto safety, but never drowning in a toilet
bowl!
Further, we learned that this type of accidental drowning information has been recorded at the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission in Washington, D.C. But why
did we not hear or read a word about such a tragic
possibility?

Less than a year later,
the brown-haired toddler
from Westminster,
Mass., is only one of 13
test-tube babies growing
up in the United States.
And clinics are springing
up nationwide to
duplicate the process
pioneered in this country
by Eastern Virginia
Medical School researchers at Norfolk General
Hospital.
"I have been surprised
at the number of institutions who are anxious to
embark on such a program," said Dr. Howard
W. Jones Jr., who runs
the EVMS clinic with his
wife, Georgeanna.

Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, Tenn., has
reported three pregnancies in its year in operation, and the Yale-New
Haven Medical Center
clinic in New Haven,
Conn., also has achieved
pregnancies, but director
Dr. Alan Decherney
declined to say how
many.
"We're not interested
in publicity," he said.
The only other clinic in
the Northeast, at the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia,
has not achieved any
pregnancies since opening last fall, according to
spokeswoman Adele
Manno.
Clinics are scheduled to
open next year at Duke
University Medical
Center in Durham, N.C.,
and North Carolina
Memorial Hospital, the
teaching hospital of the
University of North
Carolina School of
Medicine.
Doctors are known to
have opened or are planning private clinics in
Chapel Hill, N.C. ;Sacramento, Calif.; Los
Angeles and Dallas, and
there may be others.
"A lot of them are opening and not saying
anything," said Vern
Jones, a spokesman for
the Eastern Virginia
Medical Center.
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"I am concerned that
some institutions that do
not have adequate
resources arid personnel
may find that they are involved in a program they
are not able to see
through to a successful
conclusion," Jones said
of at least 15 clinics either
opened or planned in
eight states.
"The program has not
yet reached the cookbook
stage, shall we say,
where you can read the
The process, developed
directions and have it in England in the 1970s,
turn out reasonably has been used primarily
well."
Jones said most of the
clinics are in universityaffiliated hospitals, but
doctors also are setting
up private clinics.
So far, the Norfolk
clinic has been the most
successful, recording
nine more births since the
first on Dec. 28, 1981, and
Sole Mon., Dec. 27th thru Dec. 31st
21 pregnancies in progress.
The clinics that have
achieved pregnancies
report a success rate that
ranges up to 20 percent,
Pier I offers a great selec
compared to about 25 pertion of gifts and decorative
cent for normal intercourse.
accents that just missed
About 140 women were
Santa's bag. Nov‘ find them
treated in the clinic's first
two years of operation,
at big -- wings!
and the program is slowly
expanding toward its goal
Sale prices good one seek only.
of 200 women a yeart)
quantities of some items
Limited
Jones said.
Under the process
known as in vitro fertilization, mature eggs
Mon -Fr'.
Bel Air
are removed from a
10 6
woman's ovary and ferlet
Sat 10-5
rent:- r
tilized with her husband's
sperm in a glass
laboratory dish. The eggs
then are transferred to
the woman's uterus,
where a normal pregnancy takes place.

Fine quality
furnishings and gifts

lob
1%1tA

DEAR ABBY: My husband had the habit of leaving the
toilet seat up until I showed him the letter in your column
from "Mr. and Mrs. J.G. in Phoenix." Now he very carefully puts the seat and the lid down so our child will not
be tempted to play in the toilet, as she has done in the
past.
Please let those parents who lost their child in that
freak accident know that because they cared enough to
write and share their tragedy, they have changed my
husband's habits and may have saved our precious baby's

on women with blocked or
missing Fallopian tubes
that prevented pregnancy, Doctors have
estimated that the process could help 2.5 million
infertile women in this
country.
A clinic at the University of Southern California
,in Los Angeles has
reported three births
since opening in
September 1981.
Dr. Richard Marrs, the
clinic director, said 50
fertilized eggs were implanted, resulting in nine
Oegnancies. Two women
expect babies in the spring and the rest miscarried, he said.
No other clinics have
reported births.
At least four pregnancies have occurred at a
clinic affiliated with the
University of Texas
Medical School in
H ouston, said
spokeswoman Ina Fried.
The clinic, which opened
in July 1981, treats about
15 women a month.
A clinic will open next
month at the University
of Texfis Health Science
Center in San Antonio,
where doctors already
have attempted IVF on a
few women. The clinic
will be able to treat 50 to
100 women in its first
year, said spokeswoman
Annette Richardson.
A third clinic in the
Southwest, at Hillcrest
Medical Center in Tulsa,
Okla., began treating patients in early December.

STORE WIDE

am.too- M.04
& am •4
Oweto

FABRICS

DEAR ABBY: This is to thank you for printing the
letter from "Mr. and Mrs. J.G. in Phoenix," whose precious
toddler actually drowned in a toilet bowl'
As a water safety instructor for the Anierican
Red
Cross. I am appalled at my own ignorance in not recognizing the toilet as a safety hazard for children The
bathtub I recognized The toilet bowl, never!
That mother's letter will be read and discussed in
every
class I teach from this day forward Please let Mrs
J.G.
know that she opened the eyes of at least one person,
and
that her tragedy should not occur to anyone I can
reach
through our water safety program.
MELISSA DRUFF,TEXARKANA,TEXAS

Test-tube clinics increased
NORFOLK, Va. (AP)
— Conceived under
laboratory lights and
born in the glare of national publicity,
Elizabeth Jordan Carr
was a scientific first in
the United States.
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Newborn admissions, dishlissals listed at local hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Dec. 22, was 104 adults
and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Beverly Riddle and
baby boy, Rt. 6, Benton,
and Jennifer Todd and
baby boy, Rt. 1.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Kellie Williams, F38
Mur-Cal Apts; Loraine
Conner, Rt. 1, Fulton;
Rita C. Elkins, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Lonzo Griffith,
Rt. 1, Palmersville,

Tenn.; Roger Camp, 1220
Porter, Paris, Tenn.;
Daniel Pritchett, Rt. 2;
Luline Mavis Stone,
Box 27, Kirksey; William
Franklin Fennell, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Justin McKendree, Rt. 1, Benton;
William J. Stewart, Rt. 2,
Cadiz; Venda Lee Ann
Lovell, Rt. 7; Pauline
Knott, Rt. 4;
Amanda Kaler, Rt. 8,
Benton; Joan Courtep,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Roy E. Asbridge, 1529 Oxford; Mabel Gamlin, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Mattie
Moore, Rt. 1, Hazel;

Clarice McDaniel, Rt. Atkins, Rt. 7; Eva Wyatt,
3; Olive Steele, Rt. 5; Rt. 1, Maio;
Gladys Hale, 807 North
Gerald Richerson, Rt.
19th St.: Tommie D. 7; Stella Futrell, Rt. 2;

Jessie Gupton, Abno;
Clyde Byeriy (expired)
Rt. 2, Benton; Beatrice
Futrell (expired), Rt. 3.

Zeta Deportment hears program
The Zeta Department and new.
Selections included
of the Murray Woman's
Club met Thursday even- "Being A Torch," "Voice
ing, Dec. 2, for the mon- of the Father Love," "A
thly meeting at the First Child Shall Be Born,"
"Unto Us A Child Is
Christian Church.
Born," "0 Little Town of
Larrie and Maxine Bethlehem," "How Far
Clark presented an organ Is It To Bethlehem" and
and vocal program of "Gaelic Blessing" by
Christmas medleys, old John Rutter, a contem-

porary composer.
Mrs. Ruth Caldwell,
chairman, presided.
Refreshments of
homemade cakes were
served by the hostesses
who included Ann Taylor,
Neva Grey Allbritten,
Ella Mae Quertermous,
Mary Elizabeth Fulton
and Mary Rigsby.

A CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION — Children from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Day-Care Center anxiously awaited the arrival of Santa Claus with
the residents of the facility's long term care unit. The group enjoyed special
music presented by employees of McDonald*. At the party residents in the Long
Term Care Unit's Cooking Club received presents from the hospital's dietary
department staff.

Woman translating textbook
into Braille to help student

Digital-Synthesized Stereo
Receiver Slashed 39%
STA-111 by Realistic

Nova -40 by Realistic

40%
Off

--eterineminn
30 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.02% THD

Save
940

21

95
Reg. 24.95

Reg. 359.95

• Programmable Memory Stores 6 AM & 6 FM Stations
• Fluorescent Readout Displays Exact Frequency
Low price on a high-tech receiver! Just press a button and the
tuner scans from station to station, locking each in precisely.
Recall a station from the memory instantly. Special EQ switch
onhanced bass from mini-speakers. 431-2002

.,.•
headset and 'Step into a new
world of stereo enjoyment! Oversize elements deliver deep bass and crisp, clean
highs. Padded headband adjusts for best
fit. Padded earcups, 10-foot coiled cord.
i/4" plug. 433-993

32% Off! Precision
Direct-Drive Turntable

Stereo Component System

LAB-440 by Realistic

Reg. Separate Items 779.80
• Realistic STA-111 Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimus'-30 Speaker Systems With
10" Woofer, Tuned-Port, 21/2" Tweeter in
Genuine Walnut Veneer
• LAB-440 Direct-Drive Turntable With
$39.95 Realistic/Shure Cartridge

15 I= el el

Phone Amplifier
By DUOFONE'

el

A genuine bargain for the serious
music lover! Neon strobe and
pitch control for precise speed adjustment. Front-access controls
make it easy to use. With $39.95
Realistic/Shure cartridge and
hinged dust cover. #42-2976

n Of el

AM/FM/Weather
Portable

Save$5

By Realistic

Save
95
3495

2495
Reg. 29.95
Phone-Line Powered—
No Batteries Required
Amplifies calls to room-filling volume for hands-free conversation,
conference and "family" calls! Mute
and volume controls. Plug-in
hookup. #43-278

Cartridge Included!

Reg. 49.95
Entertains you anywhere and keeps
you on top of the weather with updates from National Weather Service VHF stations. AC/battery
operation. #12-623 Baiterist extra

Save on Cassette
Recording Tape

Save
30%
to
Hurry in for
Best Selection!

60 Min

2 for199
Reg. 1.99 Each
90 Min.

With mountmq hardwarA

All Toys May
Not Be Available
in All Stores

Reg. 2.79 Each
Special-formula oxide for high output and wide frequency response
at normal bias setting. With hinged
storage case. Stock up now, no
limit! 444-602/603

Check Your Phone Book for the Rados Amok Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY

CORPORATION

Women give
birth twice
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Don't Forget... Your
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Film For Christmas Photos
•.1 6 2
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1 Day Film Processing
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At
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110 S. 12th St.
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ANSWER:Ace of clubs. We
•may talk declarer out of a
winning finesse if the king is
153-0035
in dummy. If not, we get
N two trumps anyway.

CHIROPRACTIC _OUTLOOK

Half Price

Great value! 24 watts total power,
locking FF/rew.. loudness and
stereo/mono buttons, separate bass
and treble. DIN-size chassis fits in
dash of many vehicles. 412-1888

"A short cut is the longest
LEXINGTON, Ky. the Lexington Braille
(AP) — Charlotte Adams Guild shortly after she distance between two
isn't concerned that she and her husband, Bruce, points." — Murphy's Law.
manages to complete just moved to Lexington in
There are no short cuts to
four pages an hour on her 1963. Mrs. Van Why had success in the play of
special typewriter, done similar work in New today's touch and go game.
because she is translating Jersey after she retired If declarers mind wanders
a textbook into Braille to as a public health nurse. at trick one, no amount of
help a blind seventh Mrs. Van Why catch-up will bring back
grader.
translates material into what was lost.
Mrs. Adams is one of 15 Braille seven days a
West leads the spade king
volunteers in the Lex- week, teaches others how and it's time for declarer to
ington Braille Guild who to use Braille and handles make his move. If he wins
participate in the project. special requests from dummy's ace while he takes
"I'm on page 380 now," school districts.
time to count his tricks, it
Mrs. Adams said recently It takes about six mon- ‘vill be too late to close the
while translating the the ths to become a Breast barn door. The defense can
Fayette County youth's certified by the Library counter any play that South
512-page English text.
of Congress, Mrs. Van might try.
She began the task in Why said, adding that If declarer plays trumps.
August. Her work, using she's trained between 40 East wins and the defenders
a six-key Braille writing and 50 people. "Braille is take a trump, two spades
machine that operates a type of work that you and a diamond. If declarer
like a typewriter, allows can't pay a person to do," plays a second spade, the
the student to read by she said. "It has to be a defense responds by taking
feeling raised dots.
work of love.
the trump ace and then
"It takes a while
cashing two spades and a
because you have to prodiamond.
ofread the page," Mrs.
The key to the game lies
Adams said. Corrections
in avoiding the short cut in
are made using a wooden
the play of the spade sue,
eraser to remcive dots TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Instead of playing. d_Kitkiy,A
and a rhinual slate
Becky Lowe and Mary ace at.trick one; declarer,
add Diehl.- "It Jane Lindaman met two stymies the defense by
fascinates me all the years ago when both gave refusing the trick.
things you can do. You birth to
daughters only an If West continues with
can do maps and diagram
hour
apart at the another spade. dummy wins
sentences," she said.
Medical and a club to declarer's jack
Hillcrest
director
French,
Julia
bir- permits a spade ruff in
Center's
alternate
of the state's physically
dummy. Conversely, if West
thing
center.
handicapped unit in the
leads a trump to prevent the
to
course
vowed
Of
they
Bureau of Education for
ruff. declarer then
spade
of
Exceptional Children, keep in touch, and
has time to draw the
—
did
never
they
course
efforts
guild's
the
called
trumps, using dummy's
"one of the most helpful until Tuesday, when both
clubs to discard whatever
... resources that visually were back in the hospital
losers might be left.
impaired students in the giving birth to sons, this
Aces are usually meant
state are fortunate time about, four hours for
opponents' kings — but
enough to enjoy."
apart.
not always.
The group, the only one "It's just too bizarre,"
NORTH
12-27-A
of its kind in the state, said Mrs. Lowe, 32. "I
•A 7
"enables the blind just can't stand it."
7
•K J 8 5
students (to have) easy Now Don and Becky
•A Q 107 53
access to the same Lowe and Gary and Mary
printed material as their Jane Lindaman are WEST
EAST
•J 8 4 3
classmates have," Ms. known as the "coinciden-•K Q 10 9
V A62
543
French said.
tal couples" by the bir- •9 7 6 4
•A Q 10 2
In addition to the 140 thing
center staff.
+62
+84
students who live at and
It turns out there's
SOUTH
attend the Kentucky
+652
School for the Blind in another inter-family coin• QJ 10 PE
Louisville and use Braille cidence. Mrs. Lin•3
textbooks from the daman's father, Ed
KJ9
City,
Ponca
of
Loosley
American Printing House
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
for the Blind, the state discovered that he and North. The bidding:
has 12 to 16 visually im- Mrs. Lowe's father, Dr. North East South West
paired students who at- Tom Burris, a dentist 14
Pass
Pass IV
tend public schools, Ms. from Bartlesville, had 2+
All
Pass 4•
pay.
played golf together durFrench said.
Betty Van Why started ing tournaments.
Opening lead Spade king
Lead with The Aces

n

By Realistic

Reg. 169.95

ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

•

Dr. Mary Broeringrneyer

PINCHED NERVES
Occupational stresses or poor
posture often cause the head to
hang forward for long periods,
putting pressure on spinal discs
(soft-tissue cartilage bodies that
provide padding between vertebrae). Office workers may develop pinched nerves in neck or
shoulders as they look down at
their typewriters. Sudden twists
will jar the discs. Faulty sleeping
posture, too, may give you a
pinched nerve upon awakening.
Under chiropractic care, simple
traction gives enough upward pull
on the head that the cervical spine
is stretched. This relieves disc ores-

sure. Then chiropractic manipulation finds the misaligned (or
cramped) segment and aligns it
property. This teases the nerve
"pinching." Corrective healing
takes place without drugs.
Presentelk as a service to the
community by
Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East on Hwy.94
Murray,Kentucky 42071

Phone(502)753-2962 Out of State 1-8004138411186
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

1
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Local farm bureau recognized Farm commodity exports start slow
LOUISVILLE — Two
county Farm Bureaus,
Fayette and Lincoln, tied
for top honors in thz 1982
county Farm Bureau
awards program.
The top county awards,
two giant trophies for
display in the two county
offices, were awarded to
Fayette County Farm
Bureau President
William Johnson and Lincoln County Farm
Bureau President Henry
Lair during a recognition
and awards breakfast
held December 9 during
the Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in
Louisville.
The top county designation, shared this year for
the first time, was the
most prestigious of the 23
membership and program awards handed out
during the awards
breakfast. In addition,

awards were given to the County Farm Bureau,
top county in each Category 1; Adair County
district, top county in Farm Bureau, Category
each of three member- 2; Boyd County Farm
ship categories, paceset- Bureau, Category 3. The
ter counties in reporting three all reported
membership quota and membership quota on or
top counties in percen- before Jan. 1, a hill five
tage of membership months before the end of
the membership year.
growth.
Top county awards
Caldwell County Farm were given in each of the
Bureau won top honors 10 Farm Bureau districts
among the small county in the state. In addition to
Farm Bureaus, those Fayette, Lincoln and
with 1,400 members and Caldwell counties, the
under. Nelson County other seven county Farm
was tops among Category Bureau winners were
2 counties, those with Calloway, Hardin, Bar1,400 to 1,900 members. ren, Franklin, Pulaski,
Fayette County and Lin- Pendleton and Bourbon.
coln County, top overall
Fayette County Farm
winners, also shared win- Bureau received addining honors among the tional recognition for
counties in the largest having the most improvmembership classifica- ed overall program durtion, over 1,900 members. ing the past year, and
Membership paceset- was given an engraved
ters were the Russell plaque. Muhlenberg

County Farm Bureau was
recognised as the county
organization with the
longest record of consecutive membership
gain, 32 years without a
decline.

Three county organizetions, Crittenden,
Webster and Gneenup,
were honored for achieving the highest percentage of membership
FRANKFORT — Kengrowth during 1982.
tucky tobacco producers
Three awards were should be aware that the
given for the three best USDA will provide ofand most improved coun- ficial grading on sheeted
ty Farm Bureau newslet- tobacco throughout the
ters. Barren County's marketing season, acnewsletter, edited by Bet- cording to Agriculture
ty Barrick, won the first- Commissioner Alben W.
place award. Meade Barkley II.
County's newsletter, and
Barkley said there
editor Melinda Knott, have been rumors that
won second place, while the official grading and
Forence Henshaw, editor price supports for
In Union County, won
third.

Campgrounds to be on honorsystem
GOLDEN POND — The
two family campgrounds
at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes(LBL) will use
an honor system of collec-

ting fees from now untl
April 1.
Gate control has been
discontinued as part of
the normal seasonal ad-

justment. Payment to enclose the apenvelopes will be provid- propriate camping fee
ed at each campground and deposit the envelope
entrance gate. Cam- in a safe at the gate.
pground users are asked
Fees for Piney and
Hillman Ferry campgrounds are $5 a night
plus 50 cents for electrical hookup.
One of three camping
areas at Piney and four of
bags. Also feed grains
five areas at Hillman
and baled alfalfa.
Ferry will be closed for
In the Middle East
the season. Campground
again, a major Lebanese
officials say those secimporting firm wants to
tions which remain open
contact U.S. exporters of
should satisfy the camphot sauces, while a Syrian-.
ing demand.
buyer is interested in
The LBL security force
mung beans, split yellow
will continue to regularly
peas and gum.
patrol the campgrounds
Officials said anyone
and will be available for
interested in more details
camper assistance.
of these and other trade
or .more information
tips can contact the agenon winter camping at
cy's Export Promotion
UAL, write TVA, Land
Division, Room 4945
Between
The Lakes,
South Building,
Golden Pond, Kentucky
Washington, D.C. or
42231, or call (502) 924telephone 202 447-7103.
AQ2.

Foreign buyers make own lists
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Just as Americans flock
to stores during the
holidays, foreign buyers
also have year-end shopping lists. They want
heifers, eggs and even
fish heads, the
Agriculture Department
says.
The USDA's holiday
weekend report on export
deeds- Of foreign bnyers
h&v'
wide-ranging
the world market is for
American farm commodities.
Issued weekly during
the year, the report is
compiled by the department's Foreign
Agricultural Service
from inquiries received
by agricultural attaches
stationed abroad, and
other sources.
According to the last
issue of 1982, here are
some of the brief trade
leads the agency makes
available to U.S. exporters and others who
may be interested in selling specific items:
—Peru wants to buy
2,000 Holstein dairy
heifers, and Tunisia
wants 1,000. Two other
dairy-minded customers
are Egypt, which wants
to buy cheese, and
Ecuador, which is interested in powdered
milk.
— In the poultry
category, the United
Arab Emirates wants
frozen chicken; a
Nigerian company would
like to start a joint
poultry venture; and Jordan wants 2,000 metric
tons of frozen chickens.
— Among European

prospects, a buyer in the
Netherlands wants rice
and syrup; an Italian
customer would like
regular shipments of
Kentucky bourbon, in
barrels; in Sweden, there
is demand for prime rose
oil; and an Austrian company wants protein-rich
fish meal.
West Germany, a big
market for U.S.
agricultural apOrts, is a
potential market for
"mushroom spawn for
the cultivation of ShiiTake, oyster mushrooms
and other species of
mushrooms that grow on
straw or wood."
Other interests in West
Germany would like
wines, beef, seafoods,
snack items and sugar
substitutes.
—In Colombia, a buyer
wants some seedless
raisins — five metric tons
to start with. That's more
than 11,000 pounds. Other
fruit prospects include
the United Arab
Emirates, 50,000 cartons
of apples — about 40
pounds per carton.
The report said that a
company in Japan — the
largest foreign buyer of
U.S. agricultural products — wants 100 metric
tons of fish heads, large
and of any variety, for
use as fertilizer.
If the initial shipment is
satisfactory, the buyer
wants 500 tons "regularly
thereafter." A metric ton
is about 2,205 pounds.
Venezuela, the report
said, is interested in
shelled almonds in bulk
cartons and 100-pound

WASHINGTON I AP) -- earlier to $2.9 bdhon The
Exports of U.S. farm actual volume of
commodities were off to a shipments declined 23
poor start in October, the percent to 12.1 million
first month of the new metric tons
"Sharp declines in
fiscal year, says the
Agriculture Department. wheat and corn
accounted
ccounted for
A weekly
on
decline in
global
and iiiititiortneori
trade said Thursday that total volume and value,
the value of U.S. exports as prices averaged only
in October dropped Xi slightly lower.- the
percent from a year report said.
"The absence of sumifl-
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Winter wheat farmers
have planted 5 percent
less acreage for the 1983
harvest than they did a
year ago, according to
the Agriculture Department.
The USDA's Crop
:Reporting Board said
I Wednesday that based on
; Dec. 1 surveys farmers
%have seeded 63 million
acres for 1983, compared
to a record 66.4 million
acres planted for the 1982
crop.
Officials said it was the
smallest acreage planted
In winter wheat since the
IWO crop's 57.6 million
I. acres.
Winter wheat is planted
In the fall and harvested
the following year. It
makes up about threefourths of the nation's
!total wheat production.

PURINA
CHOWS

"SERVING THE
EMU MOAN
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
‘
I/ 753-3404

Lay Pellets

$5.25 „thin
Scratch

s3•75
Industrie' Rd.

•OrGrain
Merchandising

SO Lb. Bag

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

753-537$

TAKE YOUR CHOICE

or
not, PCA stands
for you We're
your Production
Credit Association, and farmers
like you own and
control us We offer a variety of
short and in
tetrnediate term
financing for an
even bigger variety of needs So
call or visit You'll
like what we
stand for

a CASE Loader or
Loader Backhoe
For
BACKFILLING
TRENCHING
SCRAPING
LOADING
MATERIAL HANDLING

Jackson Purchase
PCA
We Stand Fop Femurs.
Hwy 641 N. 753-5602

Aifertle

Winter wheat
acreage down
from last year

Buchanan
Feed

slightly to about 16.3
mdben tons
A metric ton 111 about
2,116 pounds
Earlier Thursday,
Agriculture Secretary
John R Block said that
the lag in exports is one
reason for 'the
downward pressure on
prices and incomes" of
farmers His comment
clime during Senate
testimony on a proposed
new farm program to pay
farmers with surplus U S
commodiUes instead of
cash for cutUng back on
acreages
B
said large world
supplies of grain and
o
products, the
Carter administration's
partial embargo on sales
to the Soviet Union. and
"unfair trade practices"
by the Common Market,
Japan and others have
had an unfavorable irnPact

Chicken
Special

standsfor More Then
Whether the loan
You Think
you're thinking of
is farm-related

C'

sheeted tobacco would
last only until Jan. 1.1163.
That isn't true, Barkley
said. The USDA wanted
to insure orderly
marketing for the entire
1962 crop.
Barkley said that
USDA made its decision
because it was already
under court-imposed
restraining orders in a
number of burley producing states.

cant frau shipments to
the Soviet Union and
much assailer wheat exports to China resulted in
the big drop in export
volume"
Meanwhile, imports of
agricultural products in
October rose 1 percent
from a year earlier to
$1 48 billion. The volume
of import shipments.
however, was drivni 2 percent
In the last fiscal year,
the export value dropped
to $39 1 billion from a
record $43 8 billion in
196041, the first decline
Iii 13 years Volume of es•
ports, at 151 1 million
metric tons, was down
from 162.3 million
Prospects for this fiscal
year — as indicated by
October's figures
are
for another decline in
value to a projected $37 5
billion. Actual volume is
expected to increase

SUNBIRD AIRLINES
ANNOUNCES JOINT FARES
Sunbird Airlines has negotiated joint fares with the major airlines serving
Nashville for flights between Murray and 44 US cities. These fares allow you to
buy an airline ticket from Murray for about the same fare as you would pay from
Nashville! Some examples:
Destination
Atlanta
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles
Miami
New York
Washington, DC

Fare from
Nashville
$101
155
185
174
341
228
221
165

Fare from
Murray
$110
161
172
180
345
233
216
169

Major
Airline
F.listern Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Eastern Airlines
American Airlines
Delta Air Lines

There are no restrictions on these fares - all that is necessary is that your
ticket include both our flight and the connecting airline flight. Our three daily
flights each way between Murray and Nashville provide good connections with
most Nashville flights.
Call us at 489-2199 for reservations or more information. Or call Far Lands
Travel Agency at 753-4646 for your airline tickets and all your travel arrangements. Remember, there is no charge to you for your professional travel
agent's services.
We want to thank our passengers who have made our first two years of airline
service a success. If you haven't flown with us yet, we hope that you will consider
us for your next trip
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648 Loader Tractor
This integrally built unit is designed to stand up to
the stress of bade,' work and features an 18 H P
twin cylinder Onan engine with Case exclusive
hydraulic drive. The no flotation tires and power
steering provide operator use of operation.

•.
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•
Cie 6,-,
X
•
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648 LOaderteeckhoe
All beaux* controls we conveniently incatod in
front of Me operator for easy, finger tip control of
the hackney, movement The te N p twin 0/lender
Ontin *Nine and Case exclusive hydraulic drive
system mako easy wort of digging and trenching in
tight quarters

Now Availuble At:

SO3 Walnut

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

mums

Rite
SOD
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Animals problem
at Elizabethtown
ELIZABETHTOWN,
Ky. (AP) - Police in
Hardin County say one
transient population in
the area is causing officials problems.
Stray animal complaints are up about 25
percent this December
compared to last year,
said county Dog Warden
Norman Jack.
Jack said while all four
incorporated cities in the
county - Elizabethtown,
Radcliff, Vine Grove and
West Point - have leash
control ordinances, it is
difficult for him to pick
up all animals with only
one truck during weekday working hours.
Ftadcliff Police Chief
John Farrelly said people
leaving unwanted
animals in the community is a major problem for
his department.
While Farrelly said enforcement of Radcliff's
leash law could be effective because of fines, he
said the number of citations are "few and far
between because of the
difficulty in identifying
the owners."
Farrelly said the stray
animal problem is partly
enhanced by the transient
population in the Radcliff
area, where Fort Knox is
located.
Vine Grove Police
Chief Pat Abshire said his
department receives constant calls about stray
dogs.
"To be perfectly
honest, if people would
keep their yards and property clean of debris and
restrain their animals.
we could devote a lot of
our time to criminal matters," Abshire said.

Abshire said strays
may be a bigger problem
than usual because of the
warm weather. He said
there have been unsubstantiated reports of
packs of dogs in the Vine
Grove area.
Abshire and Jack said
they are publicizing
recommendations for
dealing with stray
animals because of the
large problem.
"People should not pat
or allow their children to
pat unfamiliar animals,"
Jack said. "Then if they
do get bit or scratched,
they should not panic.
They should go call someone."
Jack also said people
should not allow unfamiliar animals in their
homes.
If a bite or scratch occurs, the animal should
be kept in sight and the
police contacted, he said.
If the animal is not
found and it is impossible
to determine if its shots
are current, the victim
probably will have to
undergo a painful series
of rabies shots, he said.
Abshire said no one
should approach a dog
they do not know. If
threatened, he said,"The
worst thing you can
possibly do is run.
"You should stand your
ground, stop and try to
keep eye contact with the
Jog, then initiate a plan,"
he said. "Running or
bicycling - any fast motion - attracts them and
accelerates the situation.
Slow movement will not
accelerate the situation."
People should not turn
their backs on aggressive
dogs," Abshire said.
"That's when they bite."

THIS WEEK AT JCPENNEY

THE SAVINGS
NEVER STOP!
IT'S OUR GIANT WHITE SALE!

15% TO 50% OFF
EVERY SHEET IN STOCK, ALL OUR
PILLOWS, BLANKETS,LOTS MORE.

Dismissals released
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 20, was 114 adults
and five in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Cynthia McGill and
baby boy, Box 55, Farmington, and Leisa Dodd
and baby boy, Rt. 2,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Teresa June Duncan,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Judy
Morgan, 825 Glendale;
Laura J. Jones, Rt. 1,

Water Valley; Margaret
l'harp, 711 Spencer, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Allen .
K. Parker, 104 North
Ninth St.; Eleanor
Kendall-Holmes, 1500
Oak Dr.;
Susan Payne, 1713
Farmer; Kathy Warren
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.; Beatrice
Smith, 1001 Vine St.; Otho
Schroeder, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Clysta M. Evett, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Gladys A. Cook
(expired),901 Fairlane.

Full service stations
almost dream of past
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)
- Remember those days
when you could pull into a
service station and get a
fill-up, check your battery and buy new tires all
in the same stop?
Many of these fullservice operators have
closed their doors and
moved on to something
else. They're not all gone,
though.
"There is always going
to be a market for them
because there are a
number of people who
want them," said Jim
Butler of Ashland Oil Inc.'s media relations
department.
"There will always be
some very, very healthy
full-service stations."
But many more seem
destined to shut down as
so many have in the past
decade.
Butler said that the
trend isn't the result of oil
company decisions but of
consumer realities. In
many cases, the small,
full-time station owner
can no longer compete.
Ashland Oil did an
analysis in 1981 that
studied the problem and
concluded that the sharp
decline has been caused
by various developments
in the automotive
marketplace.
According to that
report, the United States
had a record 226,459
gasoline and service stations in 1972, or one for
about every 400 cars.
Five years later that
figure had dropped 20
percent. Some authorities
predicted last year that
the number would be only
about 125,000 by 1983,
with closings expected to
continue after that.

The decline began
about the time of the first
oil embargo by the
Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries in 1973. A
drastic increase in crude
oil prices followed, causing a surgence of selfservice stations.
There were few such
stations in 1970 but by
1977 they accounted for 40
percent of gasoline sales,
Ashland Oil's analysis
shows. The total was
nearly 60 percent by 1979.
When independent
refiners decided to expand their self-service
marketing, some conventional dealers were
unable to compete
because some selfservice stations sold up to
five times more gasoline
each month than fullservice outlets.
Other competition they
confronted included auto
services offered by national retailers such as
Sears and Penneys and
mass tire outlets such as
Firestone and Goodyear.
Consumers also found
they could charge car
products to national
cards such as VISA and
Master Card. In the past,
they had needed oil company credit cards.
And, of course, with
higher prices, the demand for gasoline in
down.
"Service stations still
In operation have experienced, on the
average, continued
growth in gallons and
money earned," the
report said. "The least efficient, however, have not
been able to compete. It's
a trend that is almost certain to continue."

Sale 10.99 Sale 3.49
$40
to
to
55.99
Save on bed pillows!
Save on all blankets!
Our thrifty automatic in machine
washable acrylic/polyester.
Reg. Sale
Twin, single control
$30 23.99
Full, single control
$40 33.99
Full, dual control
$50 41.99
Queen, dual control
$60 49.99

Astrofill® polyester; cotton covered.
Reg. Sale
Standard
499
3.49
Queen
7,99
6.79

Sale 8.39

Warm, light thermal blanket in
machine washable acrylic.
Reg. Sale
Twin
$16 10.99
Full
$19 14.99
Queen
$23 17.99

Save a comfortable 30%
on twin mattress pad.

Vellux® blanket of nylon pile
bonded to polyurethane foam.
Reg. Sale
Twin
$22 15.99 ;
Full
$27 21.99
Queen
$35 28.99

Reg. 11.99. Poly/cotton mattress pad
with Astrofill® polyester fiberfill.
Elastic-edge skirt keeps it fitting
smooth.
Reg. Sale
15.99 13.99
Full
20.99 17.79
Queen

off
25%
Calico print coordinates.
A sentimental country look featuring
tiny flowers and lace trim. On poly/
cotton percale sheets; flat or fitted.
Reg.
Sale
Twin
9.99
7.49
Full
9.74
12.99
19.99 14.99
Queen..,
Pillowcases, by the pair.
7.49
Standard
9.99
8.24
Queen
10.99
Matching poly/cotton comforter has
lace-trimmed ruffles, warm Astrofill®
polyester filling.
Reg.. Sale
Twin
$60 45.00
Full
$75 56.25
Queen
$90 67.50
Pillow sham
$25 $20
Bedskirt, twin size
$25 $20
Sale prices effective through
Saturday January 22nd.
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THIS WEEK AT JCPENNEY

THE SAVINGS
NEVER STOP!

25% OFF
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF BRAS AND GIRDLES.
FROM BASIC TO FASHION STYLES.

Daniels Creek School
still going at Bonner
RAMER.KY-(API —
The 111-yearr1d Whin
shows its we mod sewedmist has dropped bat
Demists Creek Scheel is
ming string.
D is me at One oneream scheels still
swift hi Rentecky, a
fact that breaght a
Issielethris committee to
the aria recestly.
The essomittee warned
te inset teacher Meredith
Mom to see d students in
grades Gee through sight
la a sin& claaeroorn can
get ais adequate education.
In answering questions,
Slow said he eri)oyed the
challenge of teaching
sight grades in one room
"I try to involve the different grades in all of the
Leaching," he said -They
have to combine, and
they've learned that they
have to be extra alert'
Slone said the level of
advancement differs with
each individual student
"I've got a fourth-grader
who can look at a map of
the United States and pinpoint Just about all 50
states. Then I've got a
seventh-grader who can't
tell you three."
Tbe school had 43
students when Slone took
over in 1977 but has
dwindled to 21 this year.
There was a proposal
several years ago to close
Daniels Creek and send
the students to consolidated schools but the
parents protested and
won.
Several legislators expressed concern about
how the students did at
Betsy Lane High School
after graduating from the
eighth grade, about
special education for
those who might have
speech, hearing or eye
problems.
Sen. Nelson Allen, D.Bellefonte, chairman of
the Interim Joint Committee on Education, said
the delegation wasn't
there to close the school.
"Sixty-one cents of
each tax dollar goes for
edeastion,and we simply
wanted te make sure the
money's being spent to
the best advantage of the
students," Allen said.

"ria imortiesed atiti
the Nadler and with the
studeats." said Sea TAI
Feed.
"If
this is whet they mat.
than I am as reams le
lt."
ere
the committee
semben left, they is
cited Slone and his
students to visit the
General Amenably if and
whoa it holds • special
asseien nest year.
When Allen asked bow
many of the staideses
would like to go on the
@gismo-free trip, only
about one-half Aoki up
their hands
But after he added.
''We pass three
McDonalds on the way,"
all al the studs** held up
their hands.

clz

Your ladividual
Horoscope

Pfulga
POn
DOOM=a ad
of dayIA Misr.
What
rew het To NM NO whot
mon my. nod Ike limed
gives fer yew kirel

AJUES
i Mir.21 Is Apr. Di
You may be too preoccupied
with various problems to be
effective in businem, though
social prospects look good
later.
TAURUS
1 May lei
.
st.:134:
(Ar
espenses escalate,
you'll stillit with a pronu•ing business opporturuty Exercise initiative for success.
GEMINI
.
0
(May 21 teJoiselle) 111
You'll be able to resolve a
problem with a clone tie about
a financial issue. Travel and
events are
cultural
ghb
CAN
et)
(Jim 21 te hely 22)
You may not know where to
beA'Wfth a Witte of
Tackle one
waifnshed t. Tattle
thing at a time and you'll be
beck on track
LEO
thdy 23 Is Aug. tti
Impromptu get-togethers
are likely, though friends
could distract you from your
work. A close tie seeks greater
closeness.
Census at Murray. VDtGO
Sept. 22)
Calloway County (Aug. 23 to
problems could inDomestic
Hospital for Tuesday.
}ob concentration,
with
ere
terf
Dec. 21, was 111 adults though an important career
and four in nursery.
breakthrough cornea.
A newborn admission LIBRA
was Darla Dillon and
Sepl 23 le Oct. Di —
baby girl, Rt. 2, Benton.
Erratic thiMing could mar
Dismissals were as efforts to impress others,
follows:
though evening hours favor
Autumn L. Fennell, romance, good Umes and
Aline; Tanisha Forrest. pleasure trips.
Rt. 5; Drane Shelley, 1501 SCORPIO
Oak Dr.; Willa Teague, (Oct 23 le Nev.21)
513 Faster, Paris, Tenn.;
You may at first be stymied
Errol Oliver, Rt. 1, Paris, in your efforts to raise capital,
Tenn.; Walter Porter but a family member offers
Hutchens, 1704 Miller assistance or valuable advice.
_4440
SAGITTARIUS
Ave.;
James L. Cohoon, 512 (Nev.22 le Der. 21)
Relations with dose ties will
South 11th St.; Eta Sue
Story, Rt. 2, Hazel; Don- improve by day's end, bid
na K. Thurmond,69 Hales take the initiative in setting
Trailer Court; Paula things nen bftween you. &Williams, Rt. 1, Wingo; prim %Sums.
Diana G. Oliver and baby CAP1UCORN
(Dee.121.• Jae. hiVII211
boy, Rt. I, Sedalia;
Despite some interruptions
Dans L. Snyder and
your daily work routine,
In
Paris,
2,
baby girl, Rt.
meet with chances to
you'll
Tao.; Rachel Norman,
income and your
improve
Tenn.;
Rt. 2, Big Sandy,
life
in
status
Mark E. Hale, Rt 6; AQUARIUS
atigjli4
Christopher Cox. E3 (Jas. 12 to Feb.
Southside Manor; Linzy
Once you overcome whit*
B. Beane, Rt. 5; Colum- bon and self-doubt, you'll have
bus W. Ridge, Rt. 2, a good time with a new roamHazel;
& interest. Make dating piens
Ole Culver, 1406 Poplar DOW.
St.; Jack Henley, Rt. 1, PISCES
Wing(); Bertha Rickman, (Feb. III. Mar. MI
Box 93, Milburn; Elisha
You'll be able to turn an
Crawford Mohundro, unexpected career developHazel; Elburn B. ment to your advantage.
Catch up on neglected
lInveatt, 1666 Ryan.
domestic responsibilities.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile and wW incased
once you develop 8'0d:sophist. Though highly amCAPE CANAVERAL, bitious, you must aim for
Fla. (API — Sally K. grab that are practical as
Ride, 30, America's first well as °Manual* You'll have
_Amman astronaut, "has success in business, but are
her own sleeping bag" more inclined to a profesteaching,
and doesn't expect any sional career. Law,
architecture and
,
only
the
as
problems
aregsome of the fields
female crew member on
in which you'll find fulfillChallenger's
the shuttle
mei.. Creative pursuits also
second mission planned appeal to you, but you're inIn April.
clined to Wee niers* d sac"She has her own sleep- cm is not quickly forthconaing beg," Joked Robert ing. For you, patience ki a virCrippen, commander of tue. Birthdate at: Woodrow
the Challenger's second Wilson, pobtician ;
flight and the seventh in Smith, actress; andMit:
the shuttle series
Ayres,actor

Newborns,
dismissals
are listed

5

Take 25% off all our bras.
It's pick and choose time again! On
an exciting selection of bras. All at
savings! Find sheer, barely-there bras
in nylon tricot. Full-figure bras with
Lycrag spandex for support. Plus
crossovers, underwires, contour or
natural cup and seamless styles that
go from plain to fancy. Some with
adjustable straps, front hook closures

Save 25% on every girdle.
Find brief, long leg or above-the-waist
girdles for firm control plus comfort.
With little extras like lace trim, cotton
panels and soft linings In lightweight,
stretch fabrics like poly 'cotton/
spandex, Oiana• nylon spandex.
nylon tricot and lots more At savings
too great to keep undercover
Sale prices effective through Saturday 115/13
Percentage off represents savings on
regular prices.
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Astronaut
plans journey

=rili

JCPerre
• 19112 J C Panory Company Inc

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Two tournaments scheduled

Tigers, Racers ploy Tuesday
Local sportsmen won't
be suffering during this
week's holiday gap
although most of the action will occur during the
next few days.
Tuesday both Murray
High and Murray State
will play in men's basketball tournaments on the
road.
Murray High, 4-3 in
pre-Christmas play,
travels to Campbellsville,
Ky., for the Holiday
Classic Tournament
there.
The Tigers have been
idle since' Dec. 18 when
they beat Trigg County on
the road 66-63. Tuesday
they're paired with Grant
County in the first round
of the eight-team tourney
with tipoff scheduled for 7
p.m.
Taylor County and Mc-

the Alabama Birmingham Classic
Tuesday when the Racers
take on Fordham at 6:30
p.m. Host UAB plays
Alaska-Anchorage in the
nightcap with the winners
advancing to the finals
Wednesday at approximately 8 p.m.
MSU has reeled off six
straight victories since
the team's seasonopening loss to West
Creary County are the Tuesday the Tigers would Virginia Tech. On the
other two teams in Mur- then play at 4 p.m. road the Racers post a 3-4)
ray's bracket. Tonight Wednesday and the finals mark.
the upper bracket, con- begin at 9:30 p.m.
Fordham enters the
sisting of Spencer CounMurray coach Cary tourney 3-5 overall.
ty—Campbellsville and Miller says the competi• • •
Washington County— tion will be tough in the
The showcase tournaBoone County, will play. tournament, but his team ment should be a good opThe semi-finals and finals is going "with every in- portunity for Racer coach
are scheduled for tention of winning the Ron Greene to display the
Wednesday afternoon whole thing."
best talent in the Ohio
• • •
and evening.
Valley Conference this
Should Murray win
Murray State initiates year. According to the
latest OVC stats, Murray
is the top team in three of
the six team categories
while ranking third in
scoring defense, fourth in
AUTO
rebound margin and fifth
.AUNDRY
in free throw percentage.
The Racers are No.1 in
GOING MY WAY? — Murray State coach Ron
'The Professional Touch"
scoring offense (84.3 Greene will be aiming for the No.1 position in this
point average), field goal week's holiday basketball tournament at the
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday 8, Sat.
Closed
percentage (.520) and University of Alabama-Birmingham. htSU plays
Sunday
scoring margin (13.0).
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Fordham in the opening game Tuesday.
Individually, Ricky
Hood heads the conference rebounders with
11.3 per game and Lamont Sleets has hit the
Sunday's Games
National Football League
most three-point goals
Cleveland 20, Noun= 14
American Conference
National Basketball Anacciation
(12).
Tampa Bay 23, Detroit 21
Esat
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Green
Bay 38, Atlanta 7
W L T Pct. PF PA
Glen Green is second in
Atlantic Division
Pittsburgh 37, New England 14
875 219 166
x-L A.Raiders 7 1
W L Pct. GB
both scoring ( 20.6
St Louis 24, New York Giants 21
750 177 150
x-Caricinnah 6 2
Philadelphia
22 5
815
San Francisco 26, Kansas City 13
750 232 129
x•N,Y. Jets 6 2
average) and assists
By DAVE GOLDBERG and March," he said.
Boston
21 7
750 1‘).
Cincinnati 24,Seattle 10
750 254 180
a-San Diego 6 2
New Jersey
15 13 .M6 7‘).
(5.4) and Sleets is second
New York Jets 42, Minnesota 14
AP Sports Writer
"That's when it gets im5 2
714 137 114
Miami
14 13
Washington
519 8
Washington 27, New Orleans 10
625 167 125
5 3
Pittsburgh
in steals with 17.
Is
no
team
safe?
Parity
portant."
New York
9 19
321 13()).
San
Diego
44,
Baltimore
M
571
121
97
4 3
Buffalo
Central Division
Green, Sleets and Hood in college basketball is One reason for that is
Chicago 34, lass Angeles Rams 213
4 4
.50 119 145
Cleveland
Milwaukee
19 10 .05 1.1:4 Angeles Raiders 27, Denver 10
.500 113 138
New England 4 4
rank second, third and one thing, but this is get- the expanded NCAA tourDetroit
1
16 14 .513 3,
Philadelphia 14, Dallas 20
3 5
.375 114 138
Seattle
Atlanta
13 14
481 5
fourth in OVC scoring.
ting ridiculous.
Monday's Game
nament field, which
.250 137 213
Denver
2 6
Chicago
10 17 .370
Buffalo at Miami,1n)
• • •
.250 139 171
Kansas City 2 6
American
6
2
,
means that just about
Indiana
10 17 .370 8
Games)
(Makeup
1 7
.125 109 110
Houston
Cleveland
4 72
154 13
After Wednesday's. Georgetown, 61; Stetson every major power will
Sunday,Jan. 2
0 7 1
063 106 232
Baltimore
WESTERN CONFERENCE
New York Jets at Kansas CIty
National Cenfeezeice
game,. either ,f,mals or; 74,- West,--Yirgitki41 4-99;. qualify for the tournaMidwest Divider
Now York Giants at Philadelphia
a-Washington 7 I 9 875 162 128
Kansas City
18 9 .640 consolation„ 00: Ricers, Maryland 80, UCLA+.79; ment. So you don't have
St. Louis at Washington
6 2 0
199
114
710
1-Dallas
San Antonio
18 12 .030
Chicago at Tampa Bay
QM 202 142
z-Green Bay 5 2 1
take a breather until Jan. „ Washington 55, Missouri to win them all and you
Dallas
11 14 .462 4e
Buffalo at New England
5 3
625 177 164
a-Atlanta
Denver
11 16 .407 6
7-8 when the Ice Valley 48; Penn 84, VWanova 80. don't want to hit a high in
Cincinnati at Houston
135
Louis
142
5
3
825
a-St.
Utah
11 18 .379 7
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
500 156 171
a-Minnesota 4 4
duo of Youngstown State
And, most incredibly, December and January
Houston
4 23 .148 13
MAIM1 at Baltimore
503 132 155
Tampa Bay 4 4
Pact& Division
and Akron visit Racer Chaminade 77, No.1 and sag in February and
Atlanta
at
New
Orleans
375 118 148
Chicago
3 5
Los Angeles
12 6
786 Green Bay at Detroit
3 5
.375 154 152
Detroit
Arena.
Virginia 72.
March. Georgetown lost
Seattle
12 7
759
La
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco
.375 94 154
New Orleans 3 5
Phoenix
17 12
586 PI
On that same weekend
Los Angeles Raiders at San Diego
The college basketball two games last
.375 138 136
N.Y. Giants 3 5
Portland
17 13 .567 6
Denver at Seattle
.375 167 lea
Philadelphia 3 5
the OVC will begin its season is barely a month December, three in
Golden State
12 16
429 10
Monday,Jan.3
.375 189 185
San Frnesco 3
5
San Diego
5 23
179 17
Fsalls4
version of the -Not old, and many of the January, one in February
at Minnesota, In)
1 7
.125 179 130
L.A. Rams
Friday's Games
END REGULAR SEASON
a-Clinched playoff berth.
Ready For Prime-Time" teams who are supposed and went 7-0 in March
No games scheduled
Saturday's Games
basketball broadcasts.
to be the powers have at before losing by a point in
Portland 95, Seattle 88
Friday, Jan. 7, will be least one loss. Defending the NCAA finals.
New Jersey 112. New York 110, OT
Atlanta 97, Washington 91
the first of the weekly NCAA champion North
Moreover, there is a lot
Phoenix Ill, Utah 101
Rose Bowl
College Bowl Games
basketball games featur- Carolina has three; more balance
Sunday's Games
At Pasadena, Calif
All hones EST
Kansas City 120, Utah 118
5
Michigan 18-31 vs UCLA
Saturday, Dec. 35
ing OVC teams. Tipoff Georgetown, last everywhere. Traditional
Philadelphia 124,San Antonio 122
p.m.
Sun Bowl
time
for all five en- season's runnerup, has powers like UCLA, KenMilwaukee 106, Detroit 96
Orange Bowl
At El Paso, Texas
Indiana 87, New York 81
At Miami,Fla.
North Carolina 16, Texas 10
counters will be 10:30 two.
tucky, Indiana and North
Loss Angeles 96, Houston 94
vs. Nebraska
Louisiana State 8-2fl1
Aloha Bowl
p.m.
The Virginia- Carolina remain strong,
Seattle 88, Phoenix 87
(11-11,8 p.m.
At Honolaln
San Diego 112, Portland 105
Sugar Bowl
Washington 21, Maryland 20
Morehead State at Chaminade game is being but each of them has two
Monday's Games
At New Orleans
Wednesday, Dec. 21
Austin Peay will be the called one of the biggest or three or four teams in
Cleveland at New Jersey
Penn State 10.1-01 vs. Georgia 11-0Liberty Bowl
Chicago at Washington
0),8 p.m.
At Memphis, Tenn.
initial contest while Mur- upsets in the history of its conference who can
Golden State at Denver
Ala bama 7-4 ) vs. fllinoss7-4L0pm
ray State will play in college basketball. "It beat it on a given night.
Tuesday's Games
Tharekey,Dec. 30
San Diego at Atlanta
Gofer Bowl
three
of the next four has to rank right up
Then there are the new
Milwaukee at Chicago
At Jacksonville, Fla
games beginning Jan. 14. there,- said Virginia instant powers — Texas
Boston at Kansas City
MOSCOW ( AP) —
West Virginia 9-21 vs Florida Stati
Philadelphia at Houston
)630 p.m.
The Jan.14 contest will Coach Terry Holland. Western (now Texas-El
Viktor Shasherin broke
Indiana at Denver
have Murray at Ten- "What we did was amaz- Paso — and Jacksonville
Detroit at Utah
the 1,500-meter world
Friday, Dec 31
Portland at Phoenix
Hall of Fame Bowl
nessee Tech followed by ing," said Mery Lopes, were early ones. Nevadaspeed skating record of
At Birmingham, Ala
Middle Tennessee at the winning coach.
Las Vegas, the Universiand
vs Air Force 7-5), 2 Eric Heiden
Vanderbilt )
A check of the history ty of Alabama at BirmMurray State, Jan.21;
P.m,
Konstantin
Korotkov
Pesch Bowl
Morehead State at Ten- books indicate they may ingham, Indiana State, Ilsurpassed the world
Al Atlanta
Tennessee 6-4-11 vs. Iowa (7-4). 3 time in
nessee Tech, Jan. 28; and be right. Never has a linois State, Calthe
10,000
ADELAIDE, Australia m
Murray State at Middle team from the NAIA — Fullerton, James
meters at the Soviet naBluebonnet Been
(AP) — American Mike
At Houten
smallest of the small — Madison, North CarolinaTennessee,Feb. 18.
tional
skating
chamBauer outlasted Pat Cash Arkansas .8-2-1) vs. Florid (84), 7
come
anywhere near the Charlotte, Old Dominion,
According
to
a
press
pionships.
of Australia, 6-7, 7-6, 6-3 m
Saturday,Jan. 1
release from WPSD-TV top-ranked team in Divi- Virginia Commonwealth.
Neither
record
and Chris Johnstone
Fiesta Bowl
(Paducah Channel 6) ap- sion I. Even when that Robert Morris, 10 years
breaking performance
Al Tempe, Ariz.
ousted fellow Australian
Oklahoma 8-31 vs. Arizona Si (
proximately 1.8 million team is in mid-jet lag, as ago a two-year business
will
be
counted,
Brod Dyke 7-6, 6-3 in the 0),130pm
viewing
homes in eight Virginia was,stopping off school in Pittsburgh,
however, because the
Cotton Bowl
semifinals of the $75,000
At Danes
states will receive the to play Chaminade showed up in last
meet
included
no
teams
South Australian Tennis Southern Methodist 1044 ) vs. Pittlive games through the following two games in season's NCAA tournafrom other countries.
sburgh (1-21, 130 p m.
Open.
three-station network. Japan.
ment.
But upsets are not realBesides WPSD-TV,
Moreover, a whole new
WDFtB in Louisville and ly that surprising, par- league, the Big East, has
Formerly Amoco Car Wash
WTVQ in Lexington will ticularly in this modern emerged as one of the naWe Also Rent Ryder Trucks
111111VOIE M
era, when it doesn't mat- tion's strongest, with
make up the network.
ter that much what hap- three teams in last year's
pens in December.
final four and four — St.
No less an expert than John's, Georgetown,
Al McGuire, who guided Syracuse and Villanova
Marquette to the 1977 na- — in the current Top 20.
tional championship after The Southwest Conseven regular season ference, once a doormat,
losses, talked recently can now compete with
can save energy Then teach your
You may be surprised to find out
about parity. "February anyone.
162`7N:
that your living habits have a lot to family to put new habits into

753-1331

7.

Pro Basketball

No teams safe
from upset bug

Pro Football

College Football

Skating

Tennis

753-7362

Use appliances wisely

5.

404111111.14•44,

do with the amount of electricity
you use After all, no two families
use electricity the same way
Different families have different
appliances They set their
thermostats at different
temperatures And some families
are larger than others and use
their electric appliances more
often.
If you're interested in using less
electricity, learn how living habits

• lereell

practice
Come by our office or call for free
information on saving electricity in
your home

9V4
West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.

kOVE

153-5012

Crum looks forward
to reunion with UCLA
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The scene will be
a familiar one for
Louisville coach Denny
Crum Tuesday night
when his Cardinals face
UCLA in a nationally
televised college basketball game at Pauley
Pavilion.
Crum played his college basketball at UCLA
under master John
Wooden. He later returned to UCLA as an assis-

tant coach for four years.
During each of those
years beginning in 1967,
UCLA won the national
championship.
UCLA head coach,
Larry Farmer, is a
former Bruin himself,
who just happened to be
recruited by Crum.
But the scene won't exactly be the same for
Crum, because Wooden
probably will be watching
(Continued on Page 11)

Kansas picks
Mike Gottfried
as next coach
LAWRENCE, Kan.(AP) — Mike Gottfried was
introduced today as the new bead football coach at
the University of Kansas, and he said he felt he was
accepting "a great opportunity."
Gottfried, 38, posted consecutive 6-5 records the
past two years at the University of Cincinnati. A
native of Crestline, Ohio, he compiled a 22-11-1
record at Murray State in Kentucky.
His 1978 Murray Stae team won its first Ohio
Valley Conference championship in 28 years, and he
was named the league's coach of the year. He is
also a former Ohio high school coach of the year.
Gottfried played quarterback at Morehead State,
graduated in 1966 and launched his coaching career
at the high school level. His high school rcord was
57-18.
Athletic Director Monte Johnson said Gottfried
signed a five-year contract for ;57,000 a year.
"From the outset of our search, the selection
committee had as its first priority a desire to identify and attract a candidate who had head coaching
experience on the college level," said Johnson."We
were looking for a man that exhibited an ability to
turn a football program around and establish consistency."
Gottfried replaces Don Fambrough, who was
fired after this season's 2-7-2 campaign. The
Associated Press reported Sunday that Gottfried
had been picked for the job.
When asked what he saw as the Jayhawks' probleins, Gottfried replied: "I can't answer that. I've
just watched two game films. I know they played a
very tough schedule."
Gottfried acknowledged he will be playing catchup with rival recruiters this winter.
"I have a lot of confidence in myself and in the
people who will be with me," he said."I feel we will
come up with a good recruiting class."
Gottfried said he had discussed with Johnson the
fact that Kansas is under a preliminary NCAA investigation amid reports that the Jayhawks may be
facing a stiff penalty.
"It's an inquiry,that's all it is right now," he said.
"Kansas will withstand anything that happens."
Many influential Kansas boosters were reported
lobbying on behalf of John Hadl, a former Jayhawk
all-American and assistant coach whose chances
may have been hurt by an ongoing NCAA investigation. Hadl, who last year left Kansas to become offensive coordinator for the Los Angeles Rams, has
been linked to reports of illegal recruiting. He has
denied the allegations and admitted he was campaigning for the job.
After the Rams'game against Chicago Sunday in
Los Angeles, Hadl said he was unaware his alma
niater had Called a news conference.
"I guess I didn't get it," he said. Asked if he was
disappointed, Hadl said,'Yeah,I really am."
Kansas was informed last April by the NCAA that
it was being placed under a preliminary investigation. And since then, reports and rumors have circulated indicating the Jayhawks may have run
seriously afoul of NCAA regulations. Stories in the
Kansas City Times quoted two players who had
been recruited by Kansas as saying Hadl offered
them illegal inducements.

UK Wildcat cagers
accept assistance
from U of L hypnotist
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Dr. Stan Frager,
an expert on psychology
and hypnosis, is using
both to help get better
performances out of the
University of Kentucky's
gymnastics and men's
basketball teams.
Coach Joe Hall enlisted
Frager's expertise last
season when Derrick
Hord was having trouble
"maximizing his potential."
Hall had heard of
Frager's success with the
basketball team at the
University of Louisville,
where Frager is a professor.
"We're using Dr.
Frager on a trial basis to
see what role it (hypnosis) can play," Hall explained.
What Hall is discovering is that the team's individual and group sessions with Frager have
been supportive and
helpful.
"In no way does it
harm them; it relaxes
them and it has merit as a
teaching aid," Hall said.
While Hall isn't sure to
what extent Frager's services have helped or will
help the Wildcats play
winning basketball, Hord
is sold on Frager's ability
to coach the mental part.
"He's helped me to
have a lot more confidence and to believe in
myself," Hord said.
Hord said that before
he received Frager's
help, he hadn't established himself as a player.
Now with insight into concentration and relaxation, Hord said he's so-

meone to be reckoned
with on the court.
Hord also thought that
maybe Hall has taken
some of Frager's sugpstions to heart.
"He's put more emphasis on being more
relaxed personally,"
Hord said about his
coach.
"'This year everybody
is in a more relaxed state,
and that comes from the
ability to concentrate and
the very awareness of
what you're able to do.
But the most important
thing he suggests in his
coaching is to be more
relaxed and confident."
Hall said any changes
in his coaching techniques aren't directly
related to Frager's suggestions.
"But if I didn't change,
I wouldn't be in this
business for long," Hall
said.
Gymnastics coach
Leah Little said Frager
has helped her to become
a better coach.
"Most of gymnastics is
mental, and with 10 gymnasts, 10 different personalities out there, I
needed all the help!could
get," Little admitted.
"Dr Frager has been a
tremendous help."
Frager began experimenting with hypnosis in athletics about
eight years ago when he
was an unpaid assistant
baseball coach at U of L.
Frager donates his services to the athletes and
coaches at UK and U of L
Occasionally, there's a
hamburger or a tank of
gas for his efforts.
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Seven qualify for National Football League playoffs
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Seven teams qualified
Sunday for the National
Football League playoffs,
but K was one of the
teams Mill hoping to get
into poatseason tournament that made the biggest turnaround of the
day.
The Pittsburgh
Steelers, who looked sick
for most of December,
got a shot in the arm from
Terry Bradshaw and
began to look like the
team that has won four
Super Bowls since 1975.
"We found the offense
we've been looking for,"
said Steeler Coach Chuck
Noll after Sunday's explosive 37-14 National
Football League victory
over the New England
Patriots. "Terry was his
old self."
The rejuvenation put
things together again
after the Steelers'
desultory offense had
failed them three times in
the last four games.
What's more, it got them
to the verge of the
playoffs. Out of the
playoffs since 1979, they
will land one of the five
remaining berths if
Miami beats Buffalo
tonight in the weekly
Monday Night game.
Otherwise, they'll have to
try to clinch the spot with
a victory over arch-rival

Cleveland next Sunday in
Pittsburgh.
On what normally
would have been the last
day of the regular season
except for the players'
strike earlier this year,
the Green Bay Packers.,
San Diego Chargers, SL
Louis Cardinals, Cincinnati Bengals, Miami
Dolphins, New York Jets
and Minnesota Vikings —
despite a loss to the Jets
— found their way into
the playoffs. The
Dolphins gained the
playoffs without taking
the field, as the result of
an NFL formula to decide
some of the 16 berths.
The Packers hammered the Atlanta
Falcons 38-7; the
Chargers outscored the
Baltimore Colts 44-26, the
Cardinals edged the New
York Giants 24-21, the
Bengals stopped the Seattle Seahawks 24-10 and
the Jets walloped the Vikings 42-14.
The Los Angeles
Raiders, Dallas Cowboys,
Washington Redskins and
Atlanta had previously
nailed down playoff berths.
In other action Sunday,
the Raiders beat the
Denver Broncos 27-10;
the Philadelphia Eagles
edged the Cowboys 24-20;
the Redskins beat the
New Orleans Saints 27-10;
the San Francisco 49ers

stopped the Kansas City
Chiefs 26-13; The
Cleveland Brows edged
the Houston Oilers 211-14;
the Tamps Bay Baca nipped the Detrait Lions 2321 and the Chicago Bears
outscored the Los
Angeles Rams 34-26.
And, deigitte the many
games with playoff appearances hanging in the
balance, there were
1,7,852 no-shows for the
13 contests. That marked
the fifth time in six weeks
since the strike that the
figui* surpassed 100,000
Pittsburgh's victory
was all the more impressive because it came
against a team that had
posted two straight
shutouts, over Miami and
Seattle.
The Patriots were forced to abandon their usually successful running
game after falling behind
20-Oat halftime.
Bradshaw completed 17
of 27 passes for 282 yards.
He threw the big
touchdown pass to
Hawthorne after the
Patriots, led by Matt
Cavanaugh, had closed to
within 23-14 early in the
fourth quarter. Gary
Anderson added three
field goals for the
Steelers.
Packers 38, Falcons 7
Lynn Dickey connected
with James Lofton on

BACK TO NORMAL — Pittsburgh
quarterback Terry Bradshaw looked
like the Steelers' quarterback of old
Sunday when be completed 17 of 27
passes for 282 yards. His team's win
over the Patriots granted the Stealers
a playoff berth.
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heat Atlanta Ind moved
into the NFL playoffs for
the first time since
1972.Dickey, who completed 10 of 17 attempt'
for 348 yards, also set up
another touchdcnrn with a
M-yard completion to
Phil Epps.
Chargers 44,Colts X
Dan Fouts fired five
touchdown passes, three
to tight end Kellen
Winslow and two to wide
receiver Wes Chandler,
as San Diego routed tbe
winless Colts and headed
into the playoffs for the
fourth straight year.
The victory extended
San Diego's winning
streak to five games —
the club's longest in 18
years — and set up a
final-game showdown
with the once-beaten Los
Angeles Raiders next
week.
Fouts said the
Chargers had anticipated
heavy blitzing from the
Colts and had a plan to offset it.
Cardinals 24, Giants 21
Neil Lomax drilled an
eight-yard touchdown
pass to Roy Green with 27
seconds remaining, rallying St. Louis ever the
New York Giants.
llomax's passes at the
finish nullified fourthquarter heroics by Scott
Brunner of the Giants,
who directed New York
on scoring drives of 64
and 50 yards in the fourth
quarter.
Bengals 24, Seahawks
10
Pete Johnson ran for a
pair of touchdowns, and
Ken Anderson and David
Verser combined on a 56yard TD pass play to lead
Cincinnati over Seattle.
Cincinnati got a 14-yard
field goal from Jim
Breech and a three-yard
touchdown burst by
Johnson in the fourth
quarter to give the defending American Conference champions a spot
in the ISS111111110011 %urn.ment
-• .1k) I,'
Jets 42, Vikings 14
New York cornerback
Bobby Jackson covered

There's something about bowls
that brings out the best in Horton
EL PASO, Texas ( AP)
— There's something
about a bowl game that
brings out the best in
North Carolina reserve
tailback Ethan Horton.
The 6-foot-4, 215-pound
sophomore has appeared
in two bowls, winning
Most Valuable Player
honors both times.
A year ago, he rushed
for 144 yards in a Gator
Bowl triumph over
Arkansas, but had to
share the MVP prize with
starter Kelvin Bryant.
This time, Horton totaled
only 119 yards, but they
all came in the final 25
minutes and helped the
Tar Heels rally to defeat
eighth-ranked Texas 2610 in Saturday's 49th annual Sun Bowl game.
Horton got the call
after Bryant sprained an
ankle and Tyrone Anthony bruised his ribs.
With Carolina trailing
10-3, Horton carried
seven times for 49 yards
as the Tar Heels drove

Sun Bowl
Et Paso, Texas Dec. 25

N. Carolina 26, Texas 10
from their 18 to the Texas 35 mph wind gave North
30 before Rob Rogers' 47- Carolina the ball at the
yard field goal — he tied Texas 42 with 8:05 rethe school record with a maining. Horton ripped
53-yarder in the second off runs of 6 and 8 yards to
period — made it 10-6 set up a 42-yard field goal
with 14:51 left and trig- by Barwick with 4:56 left
gered a 23-point fourth for a 12-10 lead.
quarter.
After linebacker Chris
Rogers then squibbed Ward intercepted a pass
an onside kick and from Todd Dodge at the
recovered it himself at Texas 30, Horton scored
the Texas 47. Twelve on a 3-yard burst. The
plays later — including Tar Heels added a
six carries by Horton for touchdown with 1:35 left
22 yards, plus a 3-yard when Moon sacked
run for a first down by up- Dodge, forcing a fumble
back Micah Moon on a that Mike Wilcher
fake punt — Brooks Bar- recovered in the end
wick, Carolina's medium- zone.
It snowed for the first
range kicker, drilled a 23time
during a Sun Bowl
yard field goal to bring
the Tar Heels within 10-9. game. The temperature
was in the 30s and the
A 20-yard punt by wind chill factor was 12.
Texas' Mike Poujol into a
The triumph enabled

Reunion ...
from the stands, instead what he saw, and enof his familiar place on couraged Farmer to visit
the sidelines.
the California school,
"I'm sure coach which Farmer did.-Wooden will be there,"
Farmer, a 6-foot-5 forCrum said. "Two of his ward, was a senior
former players coaching starter on the 1971-72
against each other.
UCLA team that soundly
whipped Crum's first
"I'm also sure he would
rather we wouldn't be Louisville team in the
playing. I have mixed NCAA tournament
feelings, too. I'd rather semifinals.
Crum holds an 1-3
not beat them. I'd rather
record
against this
somebody
else."
beat
former school, with all
Crum, who helped four games coming in the
Wooden recruit the likes NCAA tournament. In
of Bill Walton and Keith their last meeting, U of L
Wilkes, said Farmer defeated the Bruins to
made the first move in win the 1980 national
being recruited when as a championship.
Tuesday's meeting bethigh school senior, he
ween the two teams will
wrote UCLA a letter.
Crum wrote back, ask- be the first meeting beting Fanner to send some ween Crurn and Farmer.
"Larry and I are very
game film. Crum liked

(Continued from Pg. 10)
close," Crum said. "We
have so much respect for
each other, we can't have
any.
aniznoisity.
"But I have to put my
personal feelings aside,"
he said, "and look at this
as the kind of competition
that makes you a better
team."

North Carolina to wind up
with an 8-4 record and
gave Coach Dick Crum
his sixth bowl victory in
as many tries, including
three in a row over
Southwest Conference
teams. Texas had a sixgame winning streak
snapped and finished 9-3.
In other bowl games
Saturday, ninth-ranked
Washington rallied to
beat No. 16 Maryland 2120 in the inaugural Aloha
Bowl and the South
defeated the North 20-10
in the Blue-Gray game at
Montgomery, Ala.
Quarterback Tim
Cowan completed 33 of 53
passes for 350 yards and
hit flanker Anthony Allen
with an lt-yard
touchdown jetiss with only
six seconds remaining to
give Washington its
dramatic victory over
Maryland.
In the Blue-Gray game,
Texas Alk.M Coach Jackie
Sherrill, who was head
Coach for the Gray team,
got good performances
from three of his own
players. Aggies quarterback Gary Kubiak completed 10 of 18 passes for
126 yards and a
touchdown, halfback
Johnny Hector ran for
one touchdown and
caught the TD pass from
Kubiak and A&M
fullback Earnest Jackson
rushed 17 times for 75
yards.
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NI yards and scored
twice, mice en a blocked
field goal and another se
an interception, as the
Jets clinched a playoff
spot with a reneway victory over Minnesota.
Jets quarterback
Richard Todd led the offense, compieting 15 of 22
passes for 2311 yards and
one touchdown. The Jet
defense, with the help of
Jackson,turned the game
around in the second
quarter with two
touchdowns in 36 seconds.
Raiders Ti, Broncos III
Rookie tailback Marcus Alien, the NFL's
leading scorer, caught
two touchdown names
from quarterback Jim
Plunkett as the Raiders
rolled past the errorprone Broncos.
The Raiders put the
game away by searing 24
points in the second
quarter to give them a 270 halftime advantage.
Eagles 24, Cowboys 30
Philadelphia quarterback Ron Jaworski broke
a club career record for
touchdown passes with a
game-winhing 10-yard
toss to Harold Carmichael in the fourth
quarter as the Eagles
kept their faint postseason hopes alive with a
victory over the
Cowboys. Jaworski's new
record of 112 touchdown
passes erased by one the
old career mark held by
Norm Snead.
Redskins 27,Saints 10
Joe Theismann hit wide
receiver Charlie Brown
on touchdown pass plays
of 57 yards and 58 yards
to lead the Redskins over
the Saints, clinching the
home field advantage for
the Redskins in the
playoffs. The Redskins
sewed up a playoff berth
last week — the first time
since 1976 that
Washington has been in
post-season play.
49ers 26, Chiefs 13
Dwight Clark atoned
for a rare dropped pass
by rambling 51 yards on a
key third-down play, setting up up Jeff Moore's
go-ahead touchdown, and
Ray Wersching kicked

TILL WE MEET AGAIN — Last week San Diego's Den Touts sad Cincinnati's
Ken Anderson combined for a net 183 yards passim in the 841-34 Charger victory.
Sunday both qoarterbacks palmed their teams into the playoffs with saw victories.
AP Laserphote

four field goals to boost
San Francisco past Kansas City. The victory kept
alive the scant playoff
hopes of the defending
Super Bowl champions
and doomed the Chiefs to
an llth consecutive nonplayoff season.
Browns 20, Oilers 14
Cleveland safety Clinton Burrell recovered two
fumbles by Houston's
Earl Campbell, the seAnd setting up a were rd game-winning
touchdown run by
Charles White with 5.40
to play, as the Browns

beat the Oilers.
Bucs 23, Lions 21
Cornerback Bobby
Watkins' pass interference penalty gave
Tampa Bay the ball deep
In Detroit territory and
Bill Capece turned It into
a 27-yard field goal with
25 seconds remaining,
leading the Buccaneers
over the Lions.
Bears 34, Rams X
Walter Payton gained
104 yards to become only
the fourth man in NFL
history to surpass the
career 10,000-yard mark
in rushing as he paced the

Bears over the RAMS
Payton's performance
and the passing of rookie
Jim McMahon overshadowed the 509-yard
passing afternoon of
Rams quarterback Vince
Fen-agarno, the second
highest in NFL history
Ferragamo also threw
for three scores
Payton, who ( arried 30
times, now has 10,005
yards in his eight-year
career. Only Jim Brown,
with 12,312, O.J Simpson.
with 11.238. and Franco
Harris, with 10,823, have
more rushing yards

MURRAY SUPPLY'S..
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE

120)30)40
ON NUMBER ONE
UNDER THE SUN

saki Price

Sale Price
$179.95

$159.95

® LISTED

Sale Price
$259.95

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.INC.
208 E. MAIN

753-3361
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Mother hopes on will return Hardin's stray animal complaints up
JACKSON, Ky.(AP) —
It has been 10 months
since Judy Moore's son,
Kelly, disappeared
without a trace. But Ms.
Moore believes her son is
still alive.
"If something really
bad had happened to him,
I think they would have
found him by now," she
said.
But Ms. Moore admits
that coping is becoming
harder as time goes by
without any news of her
son.
"It hurts me not knowing where my boy is,"
Ms. Moore said. "I think
about him everyday. I
need to get away. This is
killing me.

"I'm thinking about going to Florida soon to visit
my brother. This thing
about Kelly is with me
every day. Sometimes it
bears down so hard on me
that I think about killing
myself."
Two days this year
were especially hard for
Ms. Moore — Nov. 17, the
day she would have had a
seventh birthday party
for the boy, and
Christmas.
Her son, Kelly Hollan,
disappeared Feb. 12. He
told Ms. Moore he was going next door to a
neighbor's house to play
and would be home that
evening.
At 9:30 p.m., Ms. Moore

and neighbors scoured
the area. The neighbor
Kelly said he was going to
visit, about 50 yards
away, said he never
showed up there.
Authorities were notified
shortly after midnight.
"He never ran away
from home in his life,"
the 26-year-old mother
said. "He always let me
know what he was going
to do. We were close."
The brown-haired,
blue-eyed child had
asthma, and had a speech
problem because of a
cleft palate.
"It was mainly just me
and him together. We
needed each other," Ms.
Moore said recently as

Breakfast
under a

she sat in the home of her
parents in Jackson.
For two weeks, rescue
workers and search dogs
combed the hillsides in
Knott County, where the
boy was last reported
seen, but they found
nothing.
"The only way I'm getting by is with God's
help," Ms. Moore said.
Eight years ago, the
state ruled that Ms.
Moore was not adequately taking care of her two
oldest children. Ms.
Moore's parents took
custody of the children.
The state never questioned her fitness as a mother
after Kelly was born, she
said.
Ms. Moore said she has
written to the White
House, the governor's office, the attorney
general's office and the
state police.
"They all said they
were sorry and that the
police would continue
searching for him," she
said.
"In a way, my heart
has hardened against
everyone. I only want
Kelly back."
She said she has frequent nightmares about
losing the boy.
"I can see him in the
blue jeans and blue hooded coat he was wearing
that day," she said. "I
can fell him hugging and
kissing me goodbye. I can
see him running home in
the snow.I feel so alone."

ELIZABETHTOWN,
Ky. (AP) — Police in
Hardin County say one
transient population in
the area is causing officials problems.
Stray animal complaints are up about 25
percent this December
compared to last year,
said county Dog Warden
Norman Jack.
Jack said while all four
incorporated cities in the
county — Elizabethtown,
Radcliff, Vine Grove and
West Point — have leash
control ordinances, it is
difficult for him to pick
up all animals with only
one truck during weekday working hours.
Radcliff Police Chief
John Farrelly said people
leaving unwanted
animals in the community is a major problem for
his department.
While Farrelly said enforcement of Radcliff's
leash law could be effective because of fines, he
said the number of citations are "few and far
between because of the
difficulty in identifying
the owners."
Farrelly said the stray
animal problem is partly
enhanced by the transient
population in the Radcliff
area, where Fort Knox is
located.
Vine Grove Police
Chief Pat Abshire said his
department receives constant calls about stray
dogs.
"To be perfectly
honest, if people would

Three of four escapees
from Jackson at-large

Now any
McDonald's breakfast
entree is less than a dollar. A
good, solid meal. At a good low
price.
107

N. 12th
753-55411
Murray, KY

ow

Offer Extended Doe
To Popular Demand

MCKEE, Ky. (AP) — said state police at RichFour men escaped from mond.
the Jackson County Jail
Meanwhile, officials
Sunday night and three said, one of two men who
remained at large today, escaped Friday from the
state police said.
Morgan County Jail at
The three were iden- West Liberty was captified as Carl Deaton of tured Sunday night in
Jackson County, Sam Prestonsburg.
Benge of Clay County and
State police at Pikeville
James Buckhart of said Edward Mullins, 28,
Laurel County, all in their was lodged, in, the Floyd
mid 20s, state police said. .County Jail pending his
A fourth escapee, iden- return to Morgan County.
tified as Otis Pennington,
Mullins and Lucas
was captured shortly Moore, also 28, escaped
after the escape, officials Friday by using a piece of
said.
wire from a broom to pick
The four, held on a lock and then overburglary and theft powering a guard, police
charges, overpowered a said. The two were held
guard and left the jail by on auto theft charges.
the back door on foot,
Moore is still at large.

keep their yards and property clean of debris and
restrain their animals ...
we could devote a lot of
our time to criminal matters," Abshire said.
Abshire said strays
may be a bigger problem
than usual because of the
warm weather. He said
there have been unsubstantiated reports of
packs of dogs in the Vine
Grove area.
Abshire and Jack said
they are publicizing
recommendations for
dealing with stray
animals because of the
large problem.
"People should not pat
or allow their children to
pat unfamiliar animals,"
Jack said. "Then if they
do get bit or scratched,
they should not panic.
They should go call someone."
Jack also said people
should not allow unfamiliar animals in their
homes.
If a bite or scratch occurs, the animal should
be kept in sight and the
police contacted, he said.
If the animal is not

found and it is impossible
to determine if its shots
are current, the victim
probably will have to
undergo a painful series
of rabies ahots, he said.
Abahire said no one
should approach a dog
they do not know. If
threatened, be said,'The
worst thing you can
possibly do is run.
- "You should stand your

ground, stop and try to
keep eye contact with the
dog, then initiate a plan,"
he said. "Running or
bicycling — any fast motion — attracts them and
accelerates the situation.
Slow movement will not
accelerate the situation."
People should not turn
their backs on aggressive
dogs," Abshire said.
"That's when they bite."

Communists seek U.S. response
MOSCOW (AP) — The
Communist Party
newspaper Pravda today
called on the United
States "to respond now"
to the European missile
reduction proposals
made by party leader
Yuri V. Andropov.
Andropov "made
weighty proposals. They
cannot be brushed aside,
nor can their essence be
clouded by hasty
polemics," Pravda said
in the latest Kremlin
commentary on the Andropov proposal, which
already has been rejected
by Washington and its
allies.

Nutritionist says
many Americans can't
afford minimum diets
WASHINGTON (AP) — not happen to be one of
A growing number of peo- them."
ple in the United States
Mayer said he opposes
cannot afford what ex- the Reagan administraperts consider a tion's proposal to turn the
minimum diet, according food stamp program over
to Dr. Jean Mayer, a to the states. "The states
nutritionist and president have a much more
of Tufts University.
checkered record" than
Mayer, appearing Sun- the federal government
day on the CBS television with such programs, he
program "Face the Na- said.
tion," said the govern"States such as
ment is responsible for a Michigan which are havresurgence of hunger ing a terrible time with
years after it had been unemployment are the
least capable of taking
eliminated.
"With the steady hack- over a program the exing away at food pro- penditure of which goes
grams, we are seeing up when the economy is
hunger re-appear in the bad and down when the
United States, and I am economy is good," he
very worried that some of said.
And Mayer said cutting
the conquesta we have
seen are going to be lost," back on government food
programs is "clearly a
he said.
Asked about President case of being penny wise
Reagan's statement that and pound foolish."
For instance, he said,
reports of malnutrition
are exaggerated, Mayer "Each dollar spent on
said, "I'm sure there are WIC (Women and Infant
many things the presi- Children's nutrition prodent knows that I don't gram)saves at least $3 or
know, but nutrition does $4 in medical care later."

"Landmarks for the
future are being fixed
now. A responsible approach, responsible decisions are needed. They
are being awaited. The
true goals and Intentions
of the states will be judged from them. It is up to
the United States to respond now," the commentary said.
In a speech last Tuesday, Andropov offered to
reduce Soviet mediumrange nuclear missiles in
Eastern Europe to 162,
the current number
deployed by Britain and
France combined.
In return, he demanded
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization scrap plans
to deploy 572 new U.S.built Pershing 2 and
cruise missiles in
Western Europe beginning next December.
NATO says those missiles
are designed to counter
the Soviet medium-range
force of more than 600
missiles, including 333
new multiple-warhead
SS-20s.
The United States, Britain and France rejected
the proposal on grounds
that the British and
French nuclear arsenals
were not under discussion
at the U.S.-Soviet
negotiations in Geneva on
limiting such weapons in
Europe.
Britain and France
claim their missiles,
mainly aboard submarines, are defensive
and designed to deter a
Soviet attack. France
does not belong to
NATO's military wing.
President Reakait
offered a "zero option"
that would cancel
NATO's planned deployment of the new missiles
if the Kremlin agrees to
dismantle its mediumrange rockets.
That plan was rejected
by Moscow as a Western
attempt to unilaterally
disarm the Soviet Union.
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Boston mayor White under fire

Officials may loosen restrictions
after crackdown following melee
PRINCE GEORGE,
Va. (AP) — OfHalals
hoped to loosen today the
tightened restrictions imposed on inmates at a
in
federal prison near here
after a melee in which a
prison worker was stabbed to death and an inmate
wounded.
The youthful inmates of
the Federal Correctional
Institution remained
locked in their individual
cells over the weekend
after the Christmas morning disturbance.
They were taken out of
their cells only in small
groups and only to eat
meals in the prison's dining area,said Jim Rich,a
prison spokesman, on
Sunday.

Rich said the kickwould cantinas at lend
until this morning.
"Tomorrow morning,
we'll begin to decide
when we can begin normal assignments and
wort details," he said
Sunday.
Rich said FBI agents
were continuing their investigation of the disturbance at the prison,
which houses 600 inmates
who were between 18 and
26 when they were
sentenced. Most of the inmates were convicted of
violent crimes, prison officials said.
No charges in the
murder or the disturbance had been filed Sunday. Associate warden

TV station started

Charles Montgomery
submitted Saturday that
k would be several days
before the U.& District
Attorney's office filed formal charges against any
inmates_
Officials believe the 30
minute disturbance
darted with a fight between two inmates that
broke oat at 9:35 a.m. in
the prison's dining room.
The disturbance then
spread into a compound
just outside the dining
room.
"It appears that this involved a very small
number — maybe 30 to 30
inmates," said Rich.
"But it appears there
were up to 150 who were
bystanders or watching
and trying to get out of
the way, which made it
seem very chaotic."
Montgomery said
"there couldn't have been
more than 150 (inmates)
Involved" in the fracas
that took the life of
Gregory J. Gunter, 31, a
construction and
maintenance foreman.
The injured inmate —
Ricky Lee Perrin, 24 —
was listed in stable condition Sunday in
Petersburg General
Hospital. Prison officials
said he suffered several
stab wounds.
Gunter, who lived in

Musing on the prison's
grounds, had responded
to the ahem that west efl
when the fight started.
He was found with
several stab weasels in
the compound, about 100
yards from the dining
rocas
"That would indicate
he was on his way there
(the dining room) when
the inmates were on their
way out," Montgomery
said. "It appears Mr.
Gunter got it almost by
accident_"
Gunter was pronounced
dead on arrival at
Petersburg General
Hospital, Montgomery
said.
About 80 prison
workers helped quell the
disturbance, and the
prisoners were ushered
back to their quarters,
Montgomery said. He
was not sure when operations would get back to
normal.
'The worst thing we
can do is let up too soon.
The 'get-back syndrome'
can take over," he said.
The fracas forced the
prison to cancel its
Christmas acitivities, including visits from local
church groups, intramural sports and time
set aside for the inmates
to view "big-screen"
television.

Beth **Gbh* add The gibes the U.S. Depart1167.
White's preblems New York Timm have ed,* of liamhig and Urhead needy two years reported the assay may bino Development rama
ap whew city werhars have bees received from ed as wait Oat chaqpid
cempheined they were be- centraolare, who previd- the dty admopreprisbal
ing forced to detrital* to ed kickbacks to day in 61.3 milks hi redsmdity
a birthdey party for ha the city's good graces. &millepede( grad&
The federal andlters
Other news reports say
wife,ILathryli.
White canceled the the Fill. lsternal aonemd the city of mime
March TI, 1991, party Rowena, Service and nanny le pay salmise fur
after welters, already Postal Service are all Cy dlicisk, Micheline •
mewed by city lards, Woking lido these allege- 373.100-p-year deputy
mayor. who ware set inthreatened to picket the tioas.
According to the Globe. valved is federal proevent. But by that time,
the state Ethics Commis- the canflosatial report grams.
While has leapt back,
sicm had begun its own in- saki:
— George Coalman,*ci- accusing both the Gish*
quiry.
A year later the corn- ty empioyee found guilty and Wald of -reaching"
minim issued a report of extorting money from Is gut him Al • Dec 17
that said there was a local businessman. sews conference, While
"came to believe" White played a prominent role produced blowups of
violated the date conflict In the fund-raising White several Globe dories be
of interest law by failing has insisted Coltstos Look exception to, Into make it clear to city never raised funds for cluding reports of the
federal amongst:ion
employees, contractors
— Contributions from
•'Now that's news," lw
and city licensees that
they were not obligated to 107 people totaling said. "I shouldn't be sitmake donations to the $1011,600 were never ting in this chair if that's
deposited in the birthday true. not for five minutes
event.
To • person reeding
The commission denied party bank account InWhite's claims the party stead, the funds were that dory it seemed like
was a private affair, say- placed in two separate those funds were really
ing the $122,000 in dona- accounts 21 days after misused and that Mil
tions "was dramatically White said the money even close to the troth"
The only response from
Inconsistent with the par- would be returned
"One possible in- Weld, who has declined to
ty's being a private,
ference." the commission talk about the case, cense
social or family affair."
The report said that at report said, was the in- in an affidavit filed this
case.
The investigation, and least $110,000 of the dona- tent to conceal the receipt month in federal evert
Weld and New York
a series of indictments in- tions came from people of those contributions and
volving several members with connections to the ci- to negotiate those checks Timms reporter Fos Butof the White administra- ty and noted the guest list outside the Com- terfield were subpoenaed
tion, have raised ques- was drawn, in part, from monwealth of for information about a
tions about the future of a list of contributors to Massachusetts" where Times article that quoted
the commission has no "law enforcement
the 52-year-old poiitican White's 1979 campaign.
power.
sources" as saying
comaccused
the
White
who has run the city since
— At least 64 of the con- federal officials had
mission of being unfair
and claimed it "found tributors deposited cash brought new indictments
unequivocally no il- In their bank accounts against George Collates,
legalities." The donations equal to the amount of the convicted city of
in order to get inwere returned, the mat- their donations before
about the
the
to
formation
checks
they
wrote
closed.
ter
seemingly
American office, the
But earlier this month, Birthday Celebration White organisation
American school, the
Collates claimed the
American home," Time the Globe reported that Committee. The donathe commission, em- tions averaged $7111 per news story prejudiced his
said.
case and asked for the
Becalm of the com- powered only to in- person.
— The process was name of the source U.S
puter, "America will vestigate civil violations,
never be the same," ac- forwarded a more detail- reversed when the birth- District Judge W Arthur
ed report to the U.S. At- day committee sent the Garrity denied the recording to Time.
"In a larger perspec- torney's office. The money back. Cash equal quest to put Butterfield
tive, the entire world will newspaper said the to the contributions was on the stand, but reserved
never be the same," it ad- report raised the withdrawn from the bank ruling on Weld.
Weld's affidavit said he
ded. 'The industrialized possibility the birthday accounts after the money
had not discussed the
nations of the West are party may have been us- was returned.
White's problems were grand jury proceedings
already scrambling to ed to launder money to
magnified two weeks ago with anyone
White's organization.
computerize."

BOSTON (AP) — It
darted out as a gals bin.
delay party Owned at
the Museum of Fine Arts
for the wife of Mayer
Kevin White — a mixture
of flash, celebration and
politics.
The party was never
held, and now, according
to publiabed reports, has
become the centerpiece
of an extensive federal investigation, involving as
many as four separate
grand juries.
It has produced angry
words from the mecurial
four-term mayor about
U.S. Attorney WIth.m F.
Weld and The Boston
Globe, New England's
largest newspaper.
White has charged the
Globe with "exaggerations" in the way it has
reported the federal pr
be and other problems involving his administration. The Democrat has
also complained the
federal investigation is
politically motivated.
White's lawyer has
hinted that Weld, a
Republican, is responsible for news leaks in the

CAMPBELLSVILLE, dealing with country
Ky.(AP) — The nation's music, agriculture,
987th commercial televi- public affairs and sports.
With syndicated prosion station goes on the
air Feb. 1 — in Camp- gramming, Gibbs is going off the beaten path.
bellsville.
It will use the call let- He favors "quality"
ters WGRB and will be shows that may not have
been popular with the
UHF Channel 34.
The station is owned by viewers, thus having
Green River Broad- short runs.
"I'm going for situation
casting, Inc., which applied for a Federal Com- comedies with famous
munications Commission people who weren't so
license in 1980 and had it famous when the shows
were aired," Gibbs said.
granted Aug. 10, 1982.
Some of the programs
"The day we heard
about the license, my con- scheduled are "He and
tractor and I went out to She" with Paula Prentiss
the this 60-acre field we and Richard Benjamin,
were going to build the "Love on a Rooftop" with
NEW YORK (AP) — Poland's Solidarity
station on and looked for Judy Carrie, Peter Duel Time magazine's 1982 union.
two hours for our proper- and Rich Little, "Pete Man of the Year has a
"There are some occaty line stakes," said and Gladys" with Harry heart as cold as a silicon
Larry Gibbs, the general Morgan and "Car 54, chip but a brain as quick sions when the most
manager. "We've been Where Are You?" with as whirling magnetic significant force in a
year's news is not a single
working furiously ever Joe E. Ross and Fred discs: it's the computer.
but a process,"
individual
Gwynn.
since."
— The enduring
Gibbs said his station American love affairs according to Time, "and
And the work shows.
The station now has a will also show movies at with the automobile and a widespread recognition
temporary office in various times during its 6 the television set are now by a whole society that
Campbellsville and work a.m. to midnight broad- being transformed into a the process is changing
the course of all other
is near completion on a cast day.
giddy passion for the perAn investment sonal computer," the processes. That is why ...
building containing
Gibbs has magazine said in announ- Time has decided that
counselor,
and
studios, offices
storage, a 950-foot tower, openly embraced the cing its selection Sunday. 1982 is the year of the
computer."
along with a separate broadcasting field.
The artificial brain won
"For the average out over Israeli Prime
Time said that when
general office building in
the small Adair County American,it's a once in a Minister Menachem 1982's figeres are totaled,
community of Cane lifetime opportunity," he Begin,' British Prime 2.8 million personal comValley, 10 miles south of said. "It's extrordinary Minister Margaret That- puters will have been sold
and fascinating.
Campbellsville.
cher, Federal Reserve by 100 companies for $4.9
Gibbs said it is the
Chairman Paul Volcker billion. Just two years
smallest community in
and E.T., the alien hero of ago, 20 firms sold 724,000
the U.S. with a commerthe year's biggest movie. units for $1.8 billion.
"In 1902 a cascade of
cial television station.
It succeeds the 1981
beeped and
computers
Why did the company
Lech
Year,
the
of
Man
apply for a FCC license
WASHINGTON(AP) — Walesa, leader of blipped their way into the
and, more amazingly, Coverage of the war in
why did they get it?
Lebanon by major
"We felt a public in- American news organizaWELCOME WAGON
terest for central Ken- tions was often slanted in
HAS USEFUL
tucky," Gibbs said. "And favor of the Palestine
GIFTS AND
we saw a legitimate need Liberation Organization
HELPFUL
to provide alternative and against Israel, acINFORMATION
programming.
cording to an analysis
FOR YOU...
"The chances of getting published by a conserALL FREE!
a license were extremely vative think tank.
small. A license hadn't
"U.S. news media
been granted in the state coverage of the war and
since WDRB in Louisville siege in Lebanon fell far
JUST ENGAGED?
13 years ago. Somerset is below the highest stanNEW PARENT?
trying to get a license, but dards of American jourMOVED?
they're in litigation. We'll nalism," Joshua MuravMy visit's a friendly way to get answers to
be the only regional chik wrote in the winter
questions about our town and
where-to-find
broadcast operation in issue of Policy Review,
available goods and services. Local stores
the state."
published by The
are anxious to help too and have gifts for you
The station's signal will Heritage Foundation.
when you visit them.
carry well beyond Adair
Muravchik analyzed
and Taylor counties. reports on the Lebanon
HOSTESS
"Elizabethtown's our big- fighting by The New York
gest market," Gibbs said. Times, The Washington
•11
in94
7533079
Mary
"The reception will be Post, Time, Newsweek
Meg
Newiltoe
fantastic." The station's and the three major
Asst.
Asst.
signal will also be picked television networks.
49
2,8,341
753,1570
.Danville
opiup in Somerset,
He said editorial
and Glasgow.
nion was almost
An indekendent, Gibbs unanimous in the view
said WGRB will opt for that Israel was wrong,
locally oriented and syn- and that NBC and the
dicated programming. Post in particular "allow- Dee 27
i.e
Locally-produced pro- ed their news coverage to
gramming will include a be shaped by their opinews show, and shows nions."

Time magazine honors computer

Some war
stories slanted
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Santo's wrong turn saves life

EPA lists non-complying counties

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
P; Campbell, P; fulfill my oath of office." is expected
billowing smoke, "At that point, I just ( AP) — Fifteen Kentuc
to publish a
ky Daviess, P; irayette, OZ;
Tbe National Clean Air list of counties it believes
Rodriguez said he "knew grabbed her(from* bed) counties could lose
Hender
son, P; Jefferson, Coalition said it believed are not meeting
he would have to crawl on and pulled her outside," federal highwa
the stany funds P,SD; Lawrence, P; Mc- the EPA would
be dards. The counties will
the floor to look for her." he said.
and face bans on some Cracken, P; Madison, P; justified
in imposing new be allowed to present any
He said he called out to
Abernathy met him at factory construction if Muhlenberg, P. SD;
sanctions only in 10 states new data to challenge
the woman "and she the door and the two car- they don't clean
up their Perry, P; Pike, P; that have counties
not that listing or show how
answered,'Here I am."
ried the woman across act by Dec. 31.
Whitley, P.
operating under approv- they are correcting proBoth Rodriguez and the street to a neighbor's
The Environmental
"The law requires the ed clean-up plans. The blems.
Abernathy said they house.
Protection Agency has administration to under- group
said that in all
Only after EPA
believed an act of God
"She was still con- listed 15 Kentucky coun- take a broad variety of
other cases, new data will reviews that information
was responsible for them scious and the first thing ties as not
complying sanctions for those areas show the counties
are in will the agency move to
being at Mrs. Marshall's that she said when we got with nationa
l health stan- not in attainment," EPA compliance or have
come cut off highway and air
house Friday night.
her out of the house was dards for air pollution.
Administrator Anne Gor- so close that penalti
es program funds and im"We made a mistake in 'Thank you and thank
Under the Clean Air such said last week. "I would not
be justified.
pose construction bans,
our route," Abernathy God," Rodriguez said.
Act, if these counties do have always said I will
Early next year, EPA officials said.
said.
Rodriguez said he and not meet the Dec. 31, 1982,
"If she had not been Abernathy left as deadline for complia
nce,
conscious(to let me know authorities arrived, they face the
loss of
where she was), I don't knowing the woman was federal highwa
y money
know what would have in safe hands.
and possibly federal aid
mine onl
ill
irode9
ni
reun
ar
thentet
SEI
PO
s
happened," Rodriguez
"At that point, we just for air pollution proadded, calling the ordeal went on and made our grams.
•
a true Christmas "bless- rounds," Rodriguez said.
•
The Clean Air Act also
ing for all."
"We had to go on back allows for construction
and drop off our toys."
bans on new factories or
Rodriguez said he gave factory additions that
no thought to his own would emit pollutants the
safety when he rushed in- county has not brought
Airplane II is at least as Inside the plane, an old
pleasantly shocked when
to the burning house.
under federal standards. funny as Airplane I, lady
listens to the life we found out that he was
"I really wasn't out
The EPA list included maybe even funnier.
looking for any credit. I 472 counties nationwide. There are still clever story of the man sitting pederastically-inclined.
next ta her. His story is so Now,in Airplane II, when
just did what I had to do That list did not include take-offs on movies
ACROSS
4 Pack away
— mawkish and cliche- an old lady
5 Uncanny
shows up on
... I'm just glad I was those counties with five- this time on 2001,
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
E.T. ridden that first she gags, screen, we
1 Rent
6 Neighbor of
there," he said.
know that
year
extensi
ons
to
meet
(naturally), Star Wars, and then she vomits into
6 Embrace
UMW CCM COM
28 Across
she'll first come on as a
As for his holiday garb, auto-related carbon and Rocky.
11 Courteous
7 Note of scale COOP CUM COW
There is still the airplane's barf bag.
grandmotherly-type to
Rodriguez said monoxide and ozone a joke every
12 Intractable
8 Part of circle
CB CCOU CCU
few seconds,
Those are the good suck us in — and then
everyth
person
ing
happen
9 Play the
ed
so pollution standards.
CC CUM 00100
with funny little things jokes. The bad ones will
14 Artificial lanshe'll spit out a four-letter
lead
fast, he didn't have a lot
WOCU CUCM UDC
In the list, the county Is going on in the
guage
turn your stomach. Some word to gross us
10 Important
CUMU
of time to think.
U
UWEE
UU
out.
followed by specific background. And the
15 Nobleman
canal
of the sight gags are par- When a prim young lady
CUMUCC CCUCUE
"I kind of forgot I had pollutants for which it percent
17 Scene of first 11 Newspapers,
age
of
good
jokes
DU UMW MOOD
ticularly uninspired. shows up, we know that
the thing (Santa Claus does not meet federal
miracle
collectively
to bad ones remains When the air traffic conCCU UCCU MOO
she'll first be innocent
18 Worm
suit) on until I got out- standards. The pollutants
13 Having
UM= CUM GU
about the same. A con- troller (still played by
20 Handle
and sweet — and then
branches
side."
are
particu
lates,
P;
CUM
CCM
cerned lady walks up to Lloyd Bridges) wonder
CW
23 Male sheep
16 Secluded
s she'll turn out to be a
Mrs. Marshall was sulfur dioxide, SD; carUCH COCO OCOM
24 Deposits
the airline terminal's in- if a damaged airplane
valley
nymphomaniac. We are
listed
in
guarde
AUG
d
condiUMW
bon
monoxi
DIME
de,
26 Walt —
CM;
19 Begin
formation booth and asks will get down safe, a safe
no
tion
longer as innocent as
Sunday
at
Vanderb
ilt
ozone,
Disney
OZ, nitrogen diox- if she should fake her
21 Fabricator
falls from the air.(Get it? we were.
28 New Eng.
University Medical ide, ND.
22 Tropical
37 Ors compan- 47 Father
orgasms. The man at the "Down safe." Ugh!)
State
fruits
Center in Nashville, said
Kentucky counties are information
ion
49 Singer Horne
29 Breaks sud- 25 Blemishes
Apparently even the
booth
The non sequiturs are
a hospital spokesman.
38 Take one's
52 Transgress
Bell, P; Boyd, P.SD,OZ; answers that she
denly
27 Spanish title
should. even worse. The Airplane movies
part
54
Rodent
31 To the side
30 Vapor
40 Raised the
57 Latin connavigator asks the recognize that there is a
33 Decays
32 Harbinger of
spirit
junction
airplane captain, "Shall I point beyond which bad
35 City in
Spring
41 Revolution58 Coins of
check the data banks?" taste kills a joke. In
Nevada
34 Withered
ary
India: Abbr,
36 Sofas
36 Malice
He answers, "No, why Airplane I, a singing nun
44 Rescues
60 Pronoun
39 Sedate
don't
you check the data knocks over the life1 2 3 4 5
42 Greek letter
8 7 8 9 10
banks?
" That joke is support system con43 Hindu gar11
12
13
repeated four or five ex- nected to a dying girl.
ments
The nun continues
FINLE
45 Irritate
YVILL
14
E,
Pa.
15
done
18
in the first place," to 126 pounds or sit out ap- cruciating times.
17
46 — a boy
singing while the little
(AP) — Peggy Ward, the she said in a pre- pearances with
The
puns
are
worst
of
her
18
high
20
21 22
48 Hero's award
23
high school majorette Christmas interview, school drill team.
all. In the middle of the girl gasps for breath. At
50 Grab
24
lig
26
who won nationwide sym- cuddling the family'
27
28
The case generated na- movie, there is a pathetic that point the movie
51 — is it'
s
chickens out. Someone
pathy after being ordered Siamese cat at her tionwide publicity
53 Without end
30
when routine between the cap31RUR32RU
to slim down or sit on the Finleyville home.
catches the mistake and
55 Tellurium
tain,
named
Over,
her
the
parents
Herbert
,
and
33
34
35
symbol
sidelines, says she's retirBut Miss Ward said she Majorie Ward, filed a navigator, named Under, hooks up the little girl
56 Weirder
ing
her
311
baton for good.
39
40 41
has benefited from her complaint with the Penn- and the backup pilot, again. In Airplane II, an
59 Glossy paint
"I've
just
lost
42
interest
time in the limelight.
sylvania Human Rela- named Done. Where's the airline employee stops a
44
61 Leases
45
4
43U
7
in it," said the 16-year-old
UU
UUU
62 Surfeited
"I've
mature
d
a
lot. I tions Commission. The barf bag? (But I may not family just before they
so
46 U
48RUR 49
junior at Ringgold High don't feel like a little kid case is still pending.
be good judge of this kind board an airplane and inDOWN
52
School.
54
anymore," she said.
Peer pre.ssure and-the, ,.u.of, _.!.°14494.,, The "classic" forms them that they.
"Next year, I'm going
57 58
The curly-haired grueling chore of main.,,A)bo.,t and Costello can't take their dor
59
1 Free from
out
for
volleyba
ll,
the
blonde,
who is 5-foot-4 taining her weight, led to routine, "Who's on aboard the plane. The
binding
61
62
heck with the majorettes. and weighs 129 pounds, her decision to quit
2 City train
the First?," drives me up the employee pulls out a
That's what I should have was ordered to slim down Ringgold Dells next year,
3 Be ill
pistol and shoots the dog.
wall.
But as I said, Airplane After we're shown the
said Miss Ward.
Classmates, including ii is, overall, a very fun- stricken face of the little
AS LONG AS WE'RE
MAYBE YOU SHOULD
some majorettes, didn't fly movie. Unfortunately, boy who loved his dog,the
JUST PRACTICING, I
51400T AT NE OTHER
speak to her for weeks it's going to be something employee says that he
WAVE A SUGGESTION
after articles about her of a letdown for those who was only kidding. The dog
GOAL FOR A WHILE...
fight against weight have seen Airplane I, gets up and trots off.
restrictions appeared in which was raunchy,
Airplane II should be
newspapers around the crazy, and carried bad very funny for those
who
country. In stores, people taste farther than it had haven't seen Airplan
e!. It
pointed and stared.
been carried before.
should be merely funny
The Wards' telephone
When the grandfather- for those who have.
rang constantly. Letters ly airplane captain showIt is rated PG due to
/2-27
poured in from victims of ed up on screen in coarse situatio
ns and a
anorexia nervosa, the Airplane I, we were few four-let
1962 Unned Feature Syrwlicate. Inc
NEW YEAR'S
ter words.
self-sta
rvation sickness,
UNLESS IT IS
RESOLUTION #1
and other majorettes and
UNGU
ARDED
LEFT
cheerleaders who faced
similar weight standards.
Band instructor Joseph
Cersosimo said he imposed weight limits on the
school's 17 majorettes
and 23 drill team
BOSTON (AP) — For
members for reasons of
Some research has sugappearance. The restric- the next four years, more gested that aspirin may
tions were based on the than 27,000 American prevent heart disease by
MARK
DEC 27
1.-ASK
girls' heights. Miss Ward doctors will swallow a pill making blood form clots
I FIXED T1-4AT
was the only person over a day without knowing its more slowly. A Veterans
ingredients, in a $4.3 Administration study
her prescribed limit.
BROKEN WINDOW
To lose weight, she million study to learn recently showed that peoI N YOUR ROOM
began skipping meals whether aspirin prevents ple with angina chest
and swallowing diuretic heart attacks.
pain have significantly
The researchers also fewer heart attacks if
pills. Although she dropped from 138 pounds to hope to learn whether they take aspirin.
130 pounds, she sat out vitamin A can help preBut whether the
two games before produc- vent cancer. One out of average person benefits
ing a medical excuse every eight male from regular aoses of
from her doctor which American doctor between aspirin is still unproven.
warned that her dieting ages 40 and 75 has agreed
Carotene is contained
could aggravate a to become a guinea pig in carrots, spinach, brochereditary liver ailment. and has met the re- coli and other dark green
'2-27
School officials then quirements for participa- and yellow vegetables. It
allowed her to march Oct. tion.
HERB 5AI0 TI-lAT HE AND
is converted into vitamin
THAT'S NICE,WHERE
BUT HE SAID THEY'D
1 at 127v2 pounds, and she
Dr. Charles Hen- A in the body. ResearTOOT5IE APE EATIN
WOULD THEY LIKE TZ
LIKE IT IP WE'D
was ordered to stay nekens, who heads the chers from Northwestern
OUT
EAT ?
EAT WITH THEM
within
the physician's project at Harvard University reported last
TONIGHT/
recommended weight of Medical School, says doc- year that heavy smokers
between 128 and 132 tors are responding ad- who eat lots of these
pounds.
mirably to the reversal of carotene-containing
Miss Ward performed roles.
foods have a lower infor the rest of the season,
"In many ways, the cidence of lung cancer
Fr—
.4ornAt
but decided after the last doctors are behaving as than other smokers.
regular game to turn in model patients," he said
"At the end of this
her blue-and -gold in a recent interview. trial," Hennekens said,
uniform. School officials "They act just as we as "we will be able to give a
•—•/
and her parents talked doctors ask our patients clear and definitive
her into sticking it out
answer as to whether
ULRICH, SURE YOL1 WANT TO
KNOWINO WHEN
through the post-season
On alternating days, regular aspirin consumpMARRY THE BEAUTEOUS QUEEN
SHE'S E3OREP YOU'LL
playoffs.
the doctors take a tablet tion reduces total carWHO DRIVE
APPED TO HER
Ringgold beat New or a capsule. The tablet is diovascular mortali
MEN MAP?
COLLECTION OF
ty
Castle 6-3 on Nov. 27 for either aspirin or a and whether regular
EX- HUSEIANC
,
S,„
supthe Western Penn- placebo — an inactive plementation with beta
STUFP82.,
sylvania Interscholastic look-alike substitute. The carotene reduces cancer
Athletic League Quad-A capsules may also be risk."
Division II crown, but for placebos, or they may
Miss Ward the feeling contain beta carotene, a
was bittersweet.
common nutrient fouud in
LIVE TELECAST
"I was happy when many vegetables.
In 1968, the first live
we'd win, jumping up and
Until the study is finish- telecast from a manned
down. But being there ed, neither the doctors U.S. spacecraft was
really didn't matter to nor the researchers will transmitted from Apollo
me," she said.
know who is getting what. 7.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A wrong turn on
•Christmas Eve by a man
;dressed as Santa Claus
• became a life-saving "act
;of God" for an elderly
• woman trapped in her
;burning home.
•
• David Rodriguez, 27,
• and his helper, Mike
;Abernathy, were taking
toys to underprivileged
children for the Salem
• United Methodist Church
when they became lost
;!! Friday night.
After taking a wrong
turn, the pair passed the
burning home of Mabel
Marshall, 75. The redsuited hero jumped out of
▪ the car and ran to the
house where onlookers
told him Mrs. Marshall,

who is disabled, was inside.
After finding the door
Locked, "Santa" broke it
down and crawled inside
to bring Mrs. Marshall
out. He then left to finish
his deliveries before
authorities could learn
his identity.
Rodriguez' wife, Susan,
disclosed that her husband had made the
Christmas Eve rescue
after hearing appeals on
local radio stations from
Assistant Fire Chief Carl
Perry.
Rodriguez, who practices karate as a hobby,
said he gave Mrs. Marshall's front door "a swift
kick and broke it down.
Greeted by thick,

big
lard' fortegter

PP

Well, gag me with a spoon

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

'Overweight' majorette
turns in baton for volleyball

r
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Researchers to study
aspirin effects 27,000
choosen as guinea pigs

4
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2. Notice

immonmsr
'llatiesol Lilo and kg
eldest's IRA cos

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains

Need a Noose Mowed,
Ilitsentest or Footsie-

SHIRLEY
FLORIST

Aui NIT CAmq.an‘

Ed Jennings
Box 64

506 N. 4?h
153-3251

Murray, Ky
42071

•
FOR SALE
8 professional dryers
with choir & hoods,
Gold.

Need Cash? We buy and
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware. Bel Air
Decor Store.

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

GORE HOUSE
MOVING
901-247-5285
Poryoor, Tn.

your
specifications. Ws
impair chaos, silo
weds

to

rigs, set stems eft.

NOTICE
Fs, yew teaveniems,
Setae fres far Sales Dept.
will be et is. showroom
how 6:30 PM to 5:00 PM
so Mondays, Tonsdirfs,
Tlmerseloye and Fridays.
PUltbOMS, OLDSMOBILE,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
14065. Main
7535315

REALTORS

Monk.

Contoct

Gore.

Ar

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9•9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

NOTICE
A 10% PENALTY WAS ASSESSED ON ALL
UNPAID CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY
TAXES ON NOVEMBER 1, 1982 AND IF
NOT PAID PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1983,
THE BILL WILL BE CONSIDERED DELINQUENT.
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK

E
MINI BI electric-

For Sale. Runs on
ty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition.

Call 753-4092

0410M
24. Alikollomos

000 plus a year. For
information call 1-312920-9364, ext. 1774B.
Sales management
trainee. Expanding
Pepsi Cola Firm has
opening for 'calk- management oriented individual. Person sole<
ted will train under
actual working condition as well as in the
classroom. Sales and/or
direct employee super
vision desirable. De
gree in marketing business administration or
other related field is
required. Excellent
opportunity for advancement. Good starting
pay and and benefits.
Send complete resume,
Including salary history
and references to 3000 S.
B eltline Hwy.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001,
Attention Tim Elder.

10. Business Opportunity

15. Articles for Sale
For Sale: New shipment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
T N 3 II 2 3 7 .
Phone:901-587-2.420.

16. Home Furnishings
Canopy bed, white
French Provincial full
size, box scirIngs and
mattress included.
Matching dresser with
mirror. $200 or best
offer. Also wood work
ing equipment 753-1301

N.Farm Equipment
Now is the season to
prepare that Ag
Industrial Unit for the
coming spring. For
front to back overhaul.
Call 436-2361. Try us for
the best buys in

undercarriages.

a WWI

1531911
4

32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom apt Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom duplex in
Westwood Subd., gas
heat, very nice. Call
753-3966.
Two bedroom
townhouse apts. Carpet,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, central air and
heat. Also two bedroom
garden apt., Hamlet
North apts. on Stadium
View Drive. 753 7550 or
753-7559.

for

Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, opossum,
Owen Mcbeaver
Clellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, lii. 62976,
Phone 610-342-6316.

Phone

Mini
Warthogs,
Storage Space
For Root
753-4758

Earn extra money!
Home mailing program, start im- 33. Rooms
Rent
mediately. For details
send a self address United Ministry Center,
Stamp envelope to BC, 1611 Olive St. (1 block
P.O. Box 37, Frankfort, behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Ky. 40602.
Two Fina Service Girls. Rooms available
Stations for lease or in Dec. at end of this
sale, fully equipted and semester. House has
pumps. $500 each per kitchen, study room, TV
month. 443-1020 or 443- with cable, gas appliances and air con2127.
ditioning. 753-3531 or
753-6783.
11 For Sale or Trade

14. Want to Buy

Classified

Appoints's,' mode
for year coorrosisoco.
Fell time solos
associates 'rooks,
*was.
Ames FRAM
Thins& gaol 753 7725

rano

legce Seism*
CAN Spun
Aim 1.01.11

JOIL.EMUSOM
Braker
Licswied lawied

Baldwin organ, pianos.
Player pianos Practice
Your
pianos, organs
complete music store
next to P•nney's.
Lohlirde Piano Co.,
Paris, Tenn

an older home with
modern decorating.
large dining room. den.
hying room Has large
Closed in front porch.
best of all is priced only
Morgan
$21.500
Trevathan and Gun
Realtor. 753 4000 or
1593254
For Land Sakes! Don't
miss out on these buys
1607 College Farm
Road. $13,000. 415 North
4th (zoned business)
518,000, 413 North 5th.
$15,900: 703 Broad, $17,
900 Our CENTURY 21
agents will help you by
CEN
calling 753 1492
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
What You Seize is What
You Get. Tastefully
decorated with flowing
floor plan. Large eat-in
kitchen plus 4 5 be
drooms, family room or
dining room, central
gas Yes, a workshop
too. Dial 753•I492 and
make this pleasant
drive with us today at
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors and see
this home with count
less features for the
family that's ready to
have fun. Seize this for
only $45,000.

1974 VW SNOW Wows.
,
mega. mittorlor. outer*
oncoMont. orolnof soot.
same body style of 19110
MISS miles 713 4913 or
7Re ANS
197$ Mercury Comet.
Pb.S.. arc. $1.15 Cam
4353248 OW6pm
1975 Monte Carlo. P 1 •
PS. or. tin, cruise.
swag OW betelf OWL
AM FM stereo cassette.
64.000 moles 7$3 81)4
1976 Pontiac Grand
Prix New red* tires
and battery Local car.
white with vinyl top
492 4425

Amisesece reedier Isere
•11 wen.) SOK Whs. le
Tapper% Cell ?130a1 or
78641116 Earl Level
,
Bob's Nome improve
mew.. 17 veers laveleme
etza•rience
remodel
Ins.
amiltiont centre%
evert. regain- warm

311.(1udirvd3
1977 Dodge. 4 wheel
drive, 9000 COndif.011
Cali 759 9900
1977 GMC 14. ton pickup.
ASA motor, very geed
condition 753 0625

Where The Buffalo
Roamed ..and the deer
stilt play . nature
lovers, take note! Pric
eiess trees surround
this rustic built like new
three bedroom home.
Enjoy that park -like
Yard on your dock
Floor plan is open and
Unusual op
spacious
portunity for the city
dweller to live in the
Call CENcountry
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors today at 7531492.

ShParn

CININ109

(Upholster,Cleaning)
Lee's C ar Pet
753 5827

Jed Qom
113-1171

tooSor Ins wW
wstorg;.

and
Tree tillatlitifle
removing hedges end
shrubs Prue estimates
113 S476
Will de plumbanS. test
rerVeothv POififiste
and roofing Cell /S3
flll

Cleaning

PAINTING

Roos w:
AIM FINISININ1
25 peen esperieees.
Stied fleece eier

Alowknow wW Vinyl
Wig wW Alowitioss
trim for el homes. It
9TePs

111.111i
Ile wedeln b new
coo piss* wok.

1-144.3416

CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied reffrOn(t1
VW.

mat

ECM
INUS MLII

alall
Mlle SUR
112-4111
OTANI

SI. Services Offered

INTERIOR
XTERiOR
PAINTING

753-3716
723-5211

Ni

Noed work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
lessional tree care
7530335

•

For Salt

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any typo
of cleaning.
474-1831

11'

tT

Alt PAPERING

ONUS
ROOM CO.
3144137

APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
20 years
Whirlpool
experience. Parts and
service Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
5th St
vice 202 S
753 4172, 753 011s
(home).

1.• ••••••‘'

Will heyl white rock
sand 1117te rip /Alp and
m•sonary
Call

sand.

Layton

coal

Hutson

753 4.545
Will sharpen heed Mien.
circular saws. and
chain saws 753 isSO

1001
PR011111119?
Need e weed *pi•
or
5.1W -up

Mee?

1•114satiol. Licol
references. Cal Nee6
&Mead, 154-1111 or
753-8176.

ft 11.V ft 116.01-

EXPRESS'YOURIIIILP
TINS HOLIDAY MASON
NIA MCI MATS
A REAL GIV1AWAY
Dories Our
Needs Give-A -Wily
v....Ha .0.

Releier Price $1111

Holiday Price $ 4900
Prices Good Until
December 31, 1912

New or Used Pinball
machines. Video games,
pool tables, Juke boxes,
cigarette machines.

Overby Honda

153-1211

News nee. this Sec 4-3:31
New Loathes
1164-Alr Center

Fri. Nights 8 p.m.
TIN laws

delltedeftift

Dial-A-Service
(Cap This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Ilatioly Refereace)

.

arge comfortable
homeii S
test. 4210' liyieg
ea; 2 garages attach(5411 plus 919'
terage space.
elreems (possible
liege family
/fireplace; 2u
ireplact is I
owe, kick eater*,
al heatlair, br*
xterim, well i
elate& ietercem,
ael
acts thriegliset c*
atm. comity tuts
2 acre let •
/
11
iegetialle. Met
4313 mains.

csil

Immo awesome*
753 4191

picture for
Cii•t
Christmas' Wr ttill
•hose o lerg? %rirc
M.Used Cars
m
1970 Mercedes 250C, •hos+ of fronic%
excellent condition $5,
and•
gloss
500.753 3062 or 753-0469
CARTER STUDIO 111
NI
1974 Dattun pickup,
• 1.
•
good condition, 26 miles up 100 VV.. •
per gallon. 437 4776,
Appliance service
1976 Pontiac Grand Washer, dryers,
Prix, $1,750. Blue book freezer, refrigerator,
value, $2,500. Needs electric heat, and
some engine repair
microwave All brands
Call 753-0752.
serviced 759 1372.
1977 Buick Electra 225,
air, all power equip
Wien Service CAmen?, one owner 753
Vierfi sidle.
aloe=
4974work
costes Ole
1980 Renault Le Car,
excellent condition,
kieruas Coll Will El
good gas mileage, 4
hairy. MINI
speed, $3,250. Call 759
4455 or 759-4121.

HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
row crop
even closer
ping, livestock or a
combination of both
tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing
house, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake. Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
'bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners. What more
could you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7. to a
qualified buyer. YeS,
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Prime pined pleasure is
what you get on these 25
acres. The acreage can
be purchased with 1/3
down and with NO
interest with payments
at $200 per month. Yes,
we said NO interest.
Dial 753-1492 to start
your no interest
payments ..0ENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors

Minature Dachshund
puppies, 6 weeks old,
had shots and wormed,
$50 each 753-1305 after
4p.m.

SALE

area.

.45. Farmsfor Sale

*P.tiSupp

Cain Conepgroosii
. Go ow* on 16*
I8 olds, torn
.
, exactly ma
. Toes. 28th 1-3.
fonsitore, wood
irking ow/paws,

home
I bedroOm
Waled in Kirksey

renovated 4
bedroom, 2 bath,
brick veneer and
frame home. Electric heat, carpeted
throughout shady
lot, near hospital,
shopping center,
etc. Immediate
possession. Some
owner financing
available to
qualified buyer.
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
to 29,educ 900
&onwiammtswwomenn_ k

Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake, washer
and dryer included,
753deposit required
8964 after 5p.m.
Two bedroom brick
home, full basement, 1
block from Hospital and
Middle School. $225.
Available Jan. 15. Call
753-8900.
Two bedroom house, 121
West of Stella, available
1st week of January.
Large garden spot
753-3604.
Coleman RE, 753-9891I.
Properties now ava i la
ble 2 or 3 bedroom
houses, also mobile
homes.

OMR

tnis

More for your
money in this newly

46. Homesfor Sale

low

Payment. 4 Stocks MI
Court 1400t4P. single
$ boomtown. 3
bath or duplex. 9 rooms_
acre. 7 car
garage, fruit trees
7$3
Owner financing
4307 or 436 5489
Cramped. noon room?
There lots of room in

753-1222

34. Houses for Rent

41. Public Sale

53-131
1S3-1117
113-7411

01114. Caen se C.aart
%Teri hew Everywhere
Iteleble Service Since IOW
1912 GA/wow Eked
*array, Ilaaaeaky 42571
(502)75311N

X. Business Rentals

For sale IBM Correcting Selectric Typewriter with maintenance
contact. Call 753-1292.

ii
To Place Your

12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-11361

SOO Arnold Palmer
Sport Coats, Curies
Suits Save 40-60 percent Clarks, 1100 N.
5. Lost and Fold
13th, Paducah
$200 REWARD. No CARS $100! TRUCKS
questions asked for info $75' Available at local
Call
leading to the return of govt sales
the black and tan (refundable) 1-312-931.
German Shepherd lost 5337, ext. 17745 for your
on Neale Road. Dog is directory on how to
10 yrs. old, male, and purchase. 24 hrs.
was wearing a red FIREWOOD. Seasoned
collar. Call 753-8118.
oak and hickory 18" and
22". $29 a rick, Green
6. Help Wanted
wood. $25 rick, de
CRUISE SHIP JOBSI livered and stacked
Great income potential. 753-9600.
All occupations. For Firewood, delivered
information call: (312) and stacked, $25 per
rick. 489 2231 or
741-9780 EXT. 2354.
345-2519.
ISeneral manager
challenging position For sale: Cherry and
that offers company Walnut lumber
car, expense account, 753-7531.
plus other fringe ben- Raw Fur Hite Fur &
efits. Salary in the Root Co. Paducah, Ky
$25,000 range and up, 443-6139.
depending on ex- SEASONED
perience. Experience in FIREWOOD Call John
the management of Boyer, 753 0338
people necessary. Opportunity for advancement. To arrange for V. Mobile Home Sales
personal interview,
send complete resume
12x60 Trailer, excellent
including salary history
See Brandon
condition
P.O
and references to
Dill at Dill's Trailer Ct.
Box 10,101.
LPN wanted: Hillview
Nursing Home,
Home Rentals
Dresden, Tenn. Good 2. Mobile
salary and benefits.
Call for appointment 12x65 Trailer for rent
901-364-3886.
See Brandon Dill, at
OFFSHORE OIL JOBS. Dill's Trailer Court.
Make over 30,000 a A two bedroom, newly
year, no experience furnished. Call Shady
necessary. Details. Oaks. 753-5209.
Stamp to. OFFSHORE,
bedroom
Box 973, Murray, Ky. Nice two
trailer near Murray, no
42071.
pets. Call 489-2611.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
No Nice two bedroom
Off shore rigs
experience necessary. trailer near Murray, no
Start immediately. $35, pets. Call 489-2611.

armor. or rent.

By

Pisan & Tiporew
Worms'&
Saul Woos
Sostsbaitie Court Sg
Horroy, RosIocky

11 Services Olbred

A Smits011wel

I.VW Can .

IL Nimes*Sib

, Paine

753-8282

HOUSE
MOVING
Work.

Cbristosos

outbid"

1-65

4Reg EN*

MN XMAS
FLOWERS

peruistee Tee mad
Tow smog a Miroown lam yeo awn

& hurry woe*
▪
•Horrisgbano
*C Chaos
*Sorpostino
'Box wed rope cholas
INS off
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside Voraon's
WItstors Store)
INTRIPk Phis
Hrs. 9-9 Doily

floc
Mac

13.edraimilig

2.1fotice

Taxi Cab Service
911
BMW
If it's with
Pews
or electric, then
have the answer.
CA John Glover
icensed with 2
years e x perience.
Answering serv
provided.

Pace
911

6 a.m.-laid** 7 Days A Week
Phase 753-5351 753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Aloosinune
Service
Co.
Abigoas
SAN, Crowe

Ifigryl
Iris

rod. foloroeces.
Coll MI III Selby,
753-8489.

Quo/sty Service
Compony
Heoting and Air
Conditioning
Soles, Soles and
Service Modern
Sheet Metal & Se.
vice Departments

753-9290

RANDY

TNORNTON
HEATING AND All
CONDITIONING INC.

Poison
Control

lee senior dealer Is. soles
essil service i• Iherrey awl
Collette, Ceeets SO2
Chime

753-8181

753-7588

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vine Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5121

s1
Upholstery
lIS N IN
•

00
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Money dependence

OBITUARIES
B.S. Enoch
Ward dies;funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Guthrie's John L. Jones Owensboro publisher dies
W. Hager, Southern Newspaper
dies; rites
Charlie R. Ward,76, Rt. dent of Care Inn,
funeral rites funeral rites Sr.,Lawrence
92, Owensboro, a Publishers Association
1, Sedalia, died Saturday Mayfield.
founder and board chair- from 1947 to 1950 and
today at Paris conducted
here today
at 9:30 a.m. at Cammuni- Born Aug. 21, 1906, in
man of Owensboro president of the Kentucky

Services for Bailey
Spurgeon Enoch are today at 2 p.m. at the New
Hope Baptist Church,
Paris, Term., where he
was a member with the
Rev. Larry Williams and
the Rev. Lynn Paschall
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers
are grandsons, David
Enoch, Jimmy Williams,
Tommy Enoch, Johnny
Foust, Charles Foust and
Tommy Foust.
Burial will follow in
Memorial Cemetery,
Paris, with arrangements by Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be made to the New
Hope Baptist Church or
any other church or
charity.
Mr. Enoch, 90, Rt. 5,
Clifty Rd., Paris, died
Friday at Henry County
General Hospital there. A
retired farmer, he served
several years as deputy
sheriff of Henry County,
was a guard at Camp
Tyson during World War
II, and served as a
deacon at New Hope
Church.
Born April 1, 1892, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late James
Talton Enoch and Molly
Chapman Enoch.
He was preceded in
death by three sisters,
Mrs. S.C. (Hontas) Story,
Mrs. Carl (Maudie) Hendricks and Mrs. George
(Etta) Rose, and by one
brother, Connie Enoch.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Johnnye Swann
Enoch, to whom he was
married on June 4, 1912;
two daughters, Mrs. Percy M. (Dorotha)
Williams, and Mrs.
Mabron (Emily) Foust,
and two sons, James B.
Enoch and Charles S.
Enoch, all of Paris, Tenn.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. D.H. (Bobbie) Martin, Paris,
Tenn.; 10 grandchildren;
15 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Wilkinson
dies; funeral
on Sunday
Services for Mrs. Nellie
Wilkinson were Sunday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
George White officiated.
Jeannie King was soloist
and pianist.
Pallbearers were T.G.
Curd, B. Pete King, J.T.
King, Virgil King, Steve
Hallien and Randy
Hallien. Burial was in
Murray Mern,orial
Gardens.
Mrs. Wilkinson, 82,
New Concord, died
Thursday at 11:15 p.m. at
her home. She was a
member of First Christian Church,Sidney,Ind.
The deceased and her
husband, Harry Wilkinson, who survives, had
resided at New Concord
since May of 1975. Born
April 26, 1900, in Sidney,
Ind., she was the
daughter of the late
Marian Stafford and
Belle Greer Stafford.
Mrs. Wilkinson is survived by her husband;
one daughter, Mrs. Ivan
(Vivian) Hurst,
Churubusco, Ind.; one
son, Billie Wilkinson,
New Concord; one sister,
Mrs. Shirley Stevens,
Providence, R.I.; three
grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs.
Jennie E. Guthrie was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Billy Turner and the Rev.
Eddie Young officiated.
Music was by the choir
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, where she was a
member, with Paul
Henderson as director
and Laura Paschall as
organist.
Pallbearers were Alton
Ridings, Charles Miller,
Bee Guthrie, Dudley
Hughes, Osro Butterworth and Raymond
Matheny. Burial was in
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mrs. Guthrie, 93, Rt. 1,
died Saturday at 2:20
p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. Her husband, C.M. Guthrie, died
March 30, 1979. A
daughter died in 1914.
Born Oct. 31, 1889, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Theophilus Alonzo
Beaman and Doshie Barton Beaman.
Mrs. Guthrie is survived by two sons, OrtLs
Guthrie, 1610 Magnolia,
and Fred B. Guthrie,
Cape Coral, Fla.; five
grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Mrs. Sula Cathey
and Mrs. Letie Hopkins of
Murray, and Mrs. Gertie
Rogers and Mrs. Lola
Skinner of Dallas, Texas;
three brothers, Roscoe
Beaman, Covington, Dr.
Roy Beaman, Memphis,
Tenn., and Prentice
Beaman, Apopka,Fla.

Earl Gordon
rites Tuesday
Earl Gordon, 55, Rt. 7,
Benton, died Friday at
11:55 p.m. at Veterans
Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Doris Gordon; three
daughters, Mrs. Sinesha
Hopkins, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Shelia Carlisle,
Georgia, and Mrs.
Leasha Gamble, Rt. 3,
Benton; one son, Ronald
Earl Gordon, Oxford,
Mich.
Also surviving are one
brother, Paul Gordon, Rt.
1, Kirksey, and eight
grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev.
A.M. Johnson will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Union Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Funeral services for
John L. Jones are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Mike Littrell is officiating. Music
is by Annie Nance and
Bobbie Burkeen, nieces.
Serving as pallbearers
are Charles Burkeen,
Donnie Rodgers, George
Cook, John Lassiter, Vernon Nance and Raymond
Pickard. Burial will
follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Masonic rites were conducted Sunday at 8 p.m.
at the funeral chapel.
Mr. Jones, 86, a farmer
of Rt. 7, died Saturday at
2:52 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. His death was
apparently due to cardiac
arrest after being
rescued by ambulance attendants after his truck
was swept off Highway
893 between Lynn Grove
and Hazel by high waters.
He was a member of
Salem Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 7, 1896, in
Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
John Jones and Louella
Moore Jones.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Noble
(Winnie Lou) McFadden,
Wingo; one sister, Mrs.
Jewel Dunn, Memphis,
Tenn.; one brother,
Hollin Jones, Hazel;
several nieces and
nephews.

Publishing Co. and
Owensboro Broadcasting
Co., died Saturday after a
brief illness.
In 1913, Hager helped
solicit support for creation of what is today the
Owensboro-Daviess
County Chamber of Commerce. Hager became a
charter member of the
chamber and was elected
to its first board of directors. In 1915, he helped
organize the -city's first
men's civic club, the
Rotary, and later became
its president.
He campaigned,
through his editorials, for
a bond issue to improve
county roads and for
money to assist the
schools, and during the
1920s began a 25-year
crusade to establish a
city-manager form of
government in
Owensboro. It was 1951
before Owensboro voters
finally approved that
type of government.
Born May 28, 1890, in
Louisville, he was the son
of the late S.W. and
Bessie White Hager. His
father, a judge, state
treasurer and state
auditor, brought the
Owensboro Inquirer.
He was in newspaper
work for more than 70
years, starting as a
reporter for The
Frankfort State Journal
in 1908.
In 1910 Hager went to
Owensboro to help his
father with the
Prices furnished by First newspaper. He learned
of Michigan, Woodman every aspect of the
Bldg.
business, working at one
+3.77
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He was director of the

Stock market

Press Association in 1932.
In 1970, the KPA
presented him with the
Edwards M. Templin
award for "community
service through journalism."
Hager was founder of
the Goodfellows Club
which has provided
Christmas parties for
thousands of underprivileged children since
1916, missing only one
party in 1918 when he was
serving with Artillery in
Europe during World
War!.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Augusta
Brown Hager; two sons,
Lawrence W. Hager, Jr.,
co-publisher of the
Messenger-Inquirier, and
John S. Hager, copublisher and editor of
the Messenger-Inquirer;
seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Settle Memorial United
Methodist Church,
Owensboro.
Friends may call at the
Delbert Glenn Funeral
Home,Owensboro.

Miss Crouch
dies; rites
on Tuesday

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
MAYFIELD, KY — 247-0673 01 1-800-51,-3488
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Hog market
Federal-Slats Ksaket News
December 27, MI
gattacky Purchase Area Hog
Open Incising &Buying Stations
*Wynn Act Wed. - Fri. 1.077
Ce111515111111155 Wed. Barrows I

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i A191-12SDA- Slaughter bulls, Yield grade 1-2, 1640Estimated receipts cattle and calves- =Ms Indicating 75-79 carcase boning
150 terminal and auction sales to 1045 percent 46 0051.50, Individual up to
a.m. Compared to last Wednesday's 54.75
close:
Slaughter calves and vealers. Few
Slaughter classes steady Feeders high-choice 195-250 lb. Veslers 70.00poorly tested early, limited offerings 73.03; Good and choice 135-300 lbs. 52.C0steady. Slaughter steers, Choice 2-4, 61.50. Choice 300-665 lb Calves 42.00986-1575 lbs. 56.0249.70; Mixed good and 43.50. Feeders-steers. Medium frame
choke 2-3, 970-12711 lbs. 54.10-55.80. Good 1, 310.425 lbs. 5163-6063, 515455 lbs.
1-2, 950-1374 lbs. 53.10,54.20; Standard 59.00-62.25, 720-735 lbs 3675.60.5; 800and good 1203-1728 lbs. Including 950 lbs. 55.00-58.00. Medium frame 2,
dairybreds 48.30-52.00.
300-00 lbs. 50.00-58.00. Large frame 2
Slaughter heifers. Choice 2-4,977-1133 hoLsteins, 375440 lbs. 44.50-46.00; 1029
lbs. 55.30-57.90, Choice 4-6,56-1630 lbs. Lb.. 44.40.
54.80-54 90; Good 1-2, 820-959 lbs. 50.50Medium frame 1-2 bull calves 301-500
53.50. Slaughter cows: Utility 1-3, MAO- lbs. 4500-52.00. 500415 Lbs. 45.00-53.50
39.71 High dressing and high boning per- Heifers: Medium frame 1, 156-500
cent 40.51543.50; Cutter I-1, 31.03-11.110. 43.00-51.5
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Est 408
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tiderlsolsoloody to higher
54.50-56 75
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US 22111111111•.
US Si1114111111s.
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US 1-3 300-450tin
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96650-5610
964176650
$5517-MS
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1420044.5
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CONDUCTED BY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

517 South 12th Hwy 641 Murray

Innerspring Mattress & Foundation
Beautiful Quilted COvers

The New '83 Front Wheel

Have Arrived At...

Tues, Dec. 28th
Wed, Dec. 29th

TIME:
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

2 Pieces

CARROLL MAZDA

Twin
or
fun

Come By•See•Drive

vir

Bring your car,

Set

truck, or trailer

0

75:'

Plastic Wrapped

IN•VOIVIAI•VCIZVW•VCIIVW••111/V1Al•

WHILE THEY LAST!!
All merchandise is brand new. None used. None soiled. Still in original factory packaging.
Not to be confused with bedding belonging to the motel in which this sale is conducted.

— SAVE AS MUCH AS 50%-60%-70- ON MOST
Orthopedic Type
Medium Firm Innerspring
TERMS
Innerspring &
& Foundation Set

,b

Selected Shoes $5-510-s15
Purses As Low As C4
"
hoe Boots 15-20
Central
Center

Free Calendar
(no purchase necessary)

DATE:

Special
Poly Foam
Set

Drive 626 Mazdas

‘
Winter Clearance

hack

Eagle Inn

AT:

NOW!

Chestnut St., Murray

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Dependence on money to
run political campaign.s
Is corrupting Congress
and is a threat to the nation's entire political
system, according to two
House members who are
leaving office in January.
"Campaign caper.ditures are out of control.
Unless we do something
meaningful about it, it
will corrupt and ruin the
republic," said Rep.
Henry Reuss, D-Wis.,
chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee,
who is retiring from Congress after 14 terms.
And Rep. Millicent
Fenwick, R-N.J., who
was defeated in her campaign for the Senate,
said, "When an almost
complete stranger will
tell you quite frankly,
'Yes, I'm going to vote
that way because I took
$58,000 from that person
or that group,' I think it's
corruption."
She gave no further
details, but has related in
the past that colleagues
on the House floor have
made such remarks to
her.
The two appeared on
the NBC television program "Meet the Press."
Both blamed part of the
situation on a Supreme
Court ruling that the Constitution bars any limit on
the amount of money
spent on a congressional
campaign. "I think that's
wrong; it overdoes
freedom of speech,"
Reuss said.
"I don't think public
financing of elections is
the answer," said Fenwick, who lost in a bid for
a Senate seat this year."I
think restriction of financing is."
Reuss said, "Corruption and evil are not only
in people who sell access
or perhaps their votes.
They lie in the preoccupation of legislators who
have to spend a large part
of their lives panhandlinE.

ty Hospital, Mayfield. He Graves County, he was
recently had been a read- the son of the late Archie
Ward and Ellen Morris
Ward.
He is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Lillie May
Reynolds, Paris Nursing
Home, Paris, Tenn., and
a half brother, Homer
Miss Ola Mae Crouch, Davis, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
56, Murray, died Sunday
Services will be Tuesat 11:40 p.m. at Caldwell day at 2 p.m. in the
County Hospital, chapel of Max Churchill
Princeton.
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Born Oct. 22, 1926, in Bill Cox of Calvary TemCalloway County, she ple Pentecostal Church
was the daughter of the will officiate.
late Will Crouch and
Burial will follow in
Donie Rogers Crouch.
Morris Cemetery in
Survivors include one Graves County at a later
sister, Mrs. Ortis date.
(Rudith) Drinkard, 1609
Friends may call at the
Belmonte; two brothers, funeral home after 5 p.m.
Carlos Crouch, Rt. 7, and today (Monday).
Ophas Crouch, Royal
Oak, Mich.
The Indian Ocean,
The funeral will be alone among the great
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the seas of the world, spawns
chapel of Blalock - currents that reverse
Coleman Funeral Home. themselves as seasons
The Rev. Mark McCallon change, according to Nawill officiate.
tional Geographic.
Burial will follow in
FLORIDA
Salem Cemetery.
More than 17 percent of
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. Florida's population is
over 65 years old.
today(Monday).

MAIDA•MAZDA•MAZDA0 MAZDA•MAZDA*MA

Surgeons in Cape
Town, South Africa,
reported a successful
human heart transplant
in 1967. It was believed to
be the first of its kind.

corrupts Congress

Foundation Set
Twin Reg. 199.00 11500 Twin Reg. 299.00
35
"
Full Reg. 299.00
Full
Reg.
399.00
SET
SET
Deluxe Innerspring
& Foundation Set

No Returns
No Charge Cards
No Refunds

Twin Reg. 399.00
Full Reg. 499.00

185°° Queen Innerspring &
Foundation Reg. 499.00

160" 230°°
SET

King Innerspring

Checks (Verification)
Cash
Master Cord - VISA
Hollywood Bed Frames
Twin & Full
Queen
King

20°'
22"
25°'

Reg. 599.00

SET

THIS IS IT LADIES—THE SALE YOU'VE WAITED FOR! a /41
ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES FALL MERCHANDISE 1 IA PRICE
All Separates 1/2 Price
•Sweotcrs •Blouses •Pants
Ann W. Pronto, Rategue,
Regina Porter, Oleg Cassini

All Esprit ..
All Dresses

All Coordinated Groups
1/2 Price

All Outerwear
Leather & Suede

Intuition, John Meyer, Villager,
Evan Picone Jr., Patty Woodard
•

CORN-AUSTIN

THE

STORE FOR LADIES TOO'

..... 1/2 price
50 to 75% off

LADIES
DEPT.
ONLY

1/2 price
All Party Wear
1 Group Acc. Bogs, Belts
1/2 price
and Jewelry

112 price
-wee.

Sale Studs 9:00 A.M. Mon.
Ct. Sq. Murray

No Exchange,
No Alterations
No Refund•.

